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I WHAT’SAN AMCATAND DOES DEWICK SERVE THEM?

President DiBiaggio
appoints committees
by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

I

Photo by Andrew Glazer

A number of faithful Tuftonianscame out to cheer on the Jumbos last week. Why weren’t you there?

Faculty votes to adopt resolution
improving financial aid at Tufts
main requests. The AAUP asks
that PresidentDiBiaggio, together
The Tuftschapter of the Ameri- with Vice President Bernstein,
can Association of UniversityPro- commission the development offessors (AAUP)recently voted to fice to make fundraisingfor finanadopt the Resolution on Student cial aid in order to promote student diversity its top priority “in
Financial Aid.
I
According to a press release, the upcoming capital campaign
the vote came in response to great and current interim period.”
The second point was that the
concern over “rising costs of tuition and fees and loss of tradi- facultyCommitteeon Undergradutional sources of student financial ate Admissions and Financial Aid
be an activecommittee,and in that
aid.”
The chapter feels that the high vein, reflect the faculty’s concerns
tuition costs “are seriously impair- regarding student diversity in caring [ A r t s & Sciences] ability to rying out its bylaw which states,
meet [its] stated commitment to “to study and make recommendapromote ethnic diversity (racial, tions concerning’’ admission and
ethnic,and socioeconomic)within financial aid policies.
The press release, issued by
[the] student body.”
The resolution includes three Associate Professor and president
by NADYA SBAITI
Daily Editorial Board

of Tufts’ AAUP chapter Jonathan
Kenney, said, ‘We note that, to
carry out this charge effectively,
the Committee must review the
implementation of these policies,
and we urge the Committee to
make such a review a part of their
annual report.”
The third recommendation
made by the resolution applauded
the Financial Aid Advisory Group
“for its efforts to generate faculty
contributionsto help meet the current shortfall in student financial
aid.”
The faculty undertook this effort to demonstrate to the administration and development oftice
what a high priority it considered
s e e m , page6

I

said. She intends to distribute information soon.
The South Africa study committee is charged with re-evaluating Tufts’ current restrictions on
investments in companies doing
business in South Africa. These
restrictions are being reviewed
because the South African government has taken steps to move
towards majority rule and end
apartheid.
Upon completing their studies,
these committeeswill submit their
recommendations to DiBiaggio.
If they recommend action regarding the investments, he will forward the reports to the executive
committee of the Board of Trustees, which will then form a subcommittee to review the reports
and bring their own recommendstions to the full board for a vote.
DiBiaggio has requested that
the committees complete their
work in time for the subcommittees to bring theirownrecommendations to the full Board of Trustees meeting on Feb. 26, 1994.

University President John
DiBiaggio has established two ad
hoc committees to review Tufts’
currents investment policies for
Hydro-Quebec and South Africa.
These committees have been
formed in response to growing
concernfrommembersof the Tufts
Community.
The committee concerning
Hydro-Quebec is tasked with deciding whether or not the proposed
hydro-electric dam at Canada’s
James Bay region is an activity
that qualifies as the “rare and exceptionalcircumstances”required
by trustee policy for imposing restrictions on university investments.
This policy states that Tufts’
investment objective is to maximize total return within prudent
risk limits and gives criteria for
decisions to make exceptions to
the objective, among which is
whether the activity in question
contradictscoreuniversityvalues.
Those who oppose Tufts’ investment in Hydro-Quebec do so, See corn=% Page 2
stating their objections to its environmental effects and the changes
it will impose on indigenous Cree
and Inuit tribes.
Tufts Environmental Consciousness Outreach co-Chair
Gina Coplon is a member of the
Hydro-Quebec committee.
“I had two hopes for this. First,
I was hoping that before the first
meeting the members would attend the forum on Hydro-Quebec
last week...but as far as I know,
most of them were not there,” she
said.
“Also, I was hoping that the
members could get out information to each other before we meet
Daily file photo
so we can speed UP the effort, but President john DiBiaggio
nothinghas been doneyet,” Coplon

BTA hosting party for Gore visits Mexico to inform on
community’s children NAFTA, call for closer relations
by DAVID MEYERS
Daily Editorial Board

The Boston Tufts Alliance
(BTA) will be holding its Foster
Children’sHoliday Party in Alumnae Lounge Sunday, from 3:OO
p.m. - 6:oO p.m.
The party will aid 250 disadvantaged children from nearby
towns. The foster children are
found through the Department of
Social Services and Wednesday’s
Child.
“Each year the Tufts community including alumni, students,
and staff band together to make
this Holiday Party a resounding
success. The Party is a fun and
satisfying way for you to give service to others. Without you, our
volunteers and donors, this event
could not happen,’’ stated a BTA
press release. Any extra money
and gifts are donated to hospitals
and homeless shelters for pediatric aid.
The BTA is asking people to
donate time, financial support, or
food to assist in making this party
successful and to give People ‘‘a
rare opportunity to share the
children’s wonder and joy at this

MEXICO CITY (AP) -- Vice
President A1 Gore delivered a
holiday season.”
strong call Wednesday for closer
Lynn Brody is chairing the or- ties to the rest of the Western Hemiganization of the party. “It started sphere and invited its democrabecausethe Boston Tufts Alliance cies to meet in the United States
wanted to do something positive next year to help “bridgethe Northfor the community and decided to South gap.”
help the foster children,” she said.
Wrapping up a two-day visit in
This is the sixth Holiday Party Mexico meant to celebrate and
held by the BTA and the fourth build on the North American Free
annually.
TradeAgreement, Gore set out his
‘We’re offering a chance for vision for a “community of dethe Tufts alumni to do something mocracies throughout this hemipositive for the foster children in sphere.’’
the Medford and Somervillecom‘We see NAFTA as a starting
munities,’’ Brody said.
point for dealing with the common
Volunteers are needed at the challenges of the Americas,”Gore
party to assist in planned activi- told a crowd of 5,000 business and
ties including face painting, arts civic leaders at the National Audiand crafts, sing-a-long, and serv- torium. “We will all be more sucing refreshments. There will also cessful if we ... find ways to work
be a disc jockey, “tons and tons to on them together.”
eat,” active games for running
Gore also met privately with
around, adults dressed up in cos- Mexican President Carlos Salinas
tumes, a clown, and carolling, de Gortari on details related to
Brody said.
putting the trade agreement into
effect on January 1. Aides said
Anyone interestedin volunteer- there were no major sticking
ing should call Janet Wysocki ol points, and Gore was clearly lookthe Tufts Alumni Relations Office ing toward the broader implicaat 6 2 8 - 5 0 , ext. 5324.
tions of the pact.

“NAFTA can help bridge the
North-South gap,” he said. “Drawing on the best resources and skills
within the hemisphere will
strengthen the ability of each of us
to compete in world markets.”
On behalf of PresidentClinton,
Gore invited leaders of democracies in North, Central and South
AmericaandtheCaribbeantomeet
in the United States next year at a
time and place to be determined.
A senior administration official
said no list of participants had
been drawn up, but Cuba clearly
would not qualify, nor would
Haiti’scurrentregime.Peru, where
President Albert0 Fujimori was
democratically elected but has
suspendedthe constitutionto combat terrorism, appeared to fall into
a gray zone.
“It will be a meeting that we
hope will ... set forth a vision of
economic and cultural progress
that could serve us well in the
century ahead,” Gore said.
He said the nations could work
together to find “creative sohtions” in areas including economics, trade, investment, ‘security,
politics and the environment.

The administration official,
who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the idea for the conferenceoccurred “spontaneously”
as Gore’s speech was being written, and that the hope was for a
session that would “not be a US
tutorial” but a thoughtful gathering of leaders facingcommoncon-

cerns.
Gore’s visit was meant both to
celebrate passage of NAFDI and
to examine broader issues of the
seeGORE, page 11
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ECO debate promotes
Tbfts’ intellectual life
To the Editor:
Imagine my surprise when I found myself agreeing with Michael J.W. Stickings
(“Ignorance ofcampus Debate”). This campus needs moredebate, more probing intellectual curiosity, more talking, thinking,
questioning and acting. But I find it ironic
(though not surprising) that Mr. Stickings
points to ECO as part of the problem. Far
from it. The debate on Hydro-Quebec has
been perhaps the most important intellectual debate at Tufts in the past two years.
The issues ECO has raised about Tufts and
Hydro-Quebec epitomize the kind of intellectual debate and atmosphereof questioning that we need. Far from being moral
absolutists, Cree supporters on campus
(which includes ECO and many others)
have invited and welcomed the broad spectrum of perspectives (the recent forum is an
example). The questions being raised go
far beyond the issue of Hydro-Quebec to
the very core of what this university and we
as students, represent. How is our education funded? How should it be funded?
Shall we adhere to the values this university
claims to espouse in that funding? If we

don’t, does that compromise the moral TCCS is going to rip us off, they should be
integrity of our education? What is our upfront about it.
responsibility as students? Who controls
this university, and in whose interest? Why
Premal Parikh, E’94
don’t the students have voting representatives on the trustees? These are the real
issues that should be in everyone’s mind,
and at the center of campus debate. Otherwise our education here is nothing more
than pointless intellectual finger-painting.

In reality, God loves
the oppressed: lhfts

Alex Brozan, LA’94

TCCS should be open
about the E-mail costs
To the Editor:
The only computer service I want is Email. However, TCCS will not give me an
account. Why should I have to pay $800 to
support TCCS, when they won’t even give
me the one service I want? Who gave these
people my money? At the very least, I’d
like to see the cost of computer services
appear separately on my bursar’s bill. If

To the Editor:
I would like to offer a theological response to Marc Sheinkin’s column on God
in the B.C. Notre Dame game.
It is a common misconceptionthat temporal dominance necessarily denotes divine favor-- e.g., that God intervened in the
final kick to give victory to the chosen
Eagles.
Instead, liberation theology recalls us to
God’s preferential option for the poor,
downtrodden and oppressed.
God compassionates the Irish? Look
deeper.
God abides with the Brown and Blue.
Rev. Steven Bonsey
Associate Chaplain

Africans choose to disbelieve the dismal

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) -- On World
AIDS Day, in one small West African nation, AIDS is now the single biggest killer
of all adults. In the Ivory Coast, the prevention message just isn’t getting through.
Take Salimata Guindo. A year ago, she
Gizem Ozkulahci
Executive Business Director
learned that she, her boyfriend and their 4month-old son were infectedwith the AIDS
Business Manager: Phil Ayoub
virus. Even after months of counseling,she
Advertising Manager: Dean Gendron
says she still doesn’t understand how the
Office Manager: Lyle Mays
Subscriptions Manager: Monika Vodm
disease spreads.
ReceivablesManager: Melissa Tamly
Or Marguerite Attoumou, who says she
The Tufts Daily is a non-profit newspaper, published
uses condoms only occasionally, although
londaythroughFridayduringtheacademicyearanddistribshe and her boyfriend carry the virus and
ted free to the Tufts community. The Daily is entirely
she knows he has sex with other women.
tudent-run;therearenopaideditorialpositions.
The Dailyis
rinted at Charles River Publishing,Charlestown,MA.
“It’s a problem of belief. People are not
The Daily is located at the back entrance of Curtis Hall
really
convinced it exists,” said Attoumou,
t Tufts University. Our phone number is (617) 627-3090.
a 25-year-old hairdresser.
,usiness hours are 9:OOa m - 6:OO pm., Monday through
riday, and 1:OO p.m - 600 p.m. on Sunday.
That general disbelief, incredible on a
The policies of The Tufts Daily are established by the
continent
where more than half the world’s
ditorial board Editorials appear on this page, unsigned.
ndividual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in
AIDS carriers live, where AIDS has wiped
greementwith,thepoliciesandeditorialsofTheTuftsDaily.
out entire villages and where up to 90
The content of letters, advertisements,signed column^,
percent of prostitutes in some cities are
artoonsand graphicsdoes not necessarilyreflectthe opinion
f The Tufts Daily editorialboard.
infected, was underlined last week in anLetters to the Editor Policy
other
African nation, Cameroon.
The Tufts Daily welcomes letters from the readers.The
Legislators who assembled there for a
:tterspageis anopenfonunforcampusissues andcomments
bout the Daily’s coverage.
special AIDS education session flatly said
Letters must include the writer’s name and a phone
they did not believe a woman who told
umber where the writer can be reached. All letters must be
erified with the writer before they can be published.
them that she, her husband and their three
The deadlinefor letters ro be considered for publication
children were infected with the virus.
1 the following day’sissue is 400 p.m.
Repeating an argument that has blinded
Due to space limitations,letters shouldbe nolongerthan
50 words. Any submissionsover this length may be edited
many African leaders to the magnitude of
y the Daily tn be consistentwith the limit. Letters shouldbe
the AIDS problem, the lawmakers insisted
ccompaniedby no more than eight signatures.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity.
that diarrhea and easily preventable dis’ublication of letters is nor guaranteed, but subject to the
eases like measles kill more children on the
liscretion of the editors.
continent each year than AIDS.
Letters should be typed or printedfroman IBM or IBM-

headquarters in Abidjan, estimates more
than 7.5 million Africans are infected with
the AIDS virus and that 1.2 million Africans have already died of AIDS. In seven
years time, the bank estimated, 14 million
sub-Saharan Africans will be infected.
For perspective, the United States reported 35,341 AIDS deaths in 1992
(204,391 since the disease was detected a
decade ago) and estimates that 1 million
Americans are HIV-positive.
Here in Abidjan, Guindo and Attoumou
go regularly to the Medical and Social
Assistance Center, an AIDS counseling
clinic funded by the Church of Christ of the
United States. Infected people are shown
video tapes, graphic charts and pamphlets
and discuss their predicament in groups
with counselors and translators. Most of
the patients are poorly educated and have
no prior sex education.
But clinic doctors who overheard the
women’s interviews with a reporter expressed disappointment at how little they
had learned after almost a year’s counseling.
It is a sign of dangerous ignorance and
indifference in a country that “within the
next seven years is going to become a mass
graveyard of AIDS patients,” according to
chief counselor Dr. Mark Ottenweller,who
gave up a private practice in Atlanta to
open the Abidjan clinic.
The UN World Health Organization
acknowledges that lethargy about AIDS
has stricken many countries. Its slogan for

Television spots, which included
condom ads, educational pitches and an
AIDS song by a popular singer, stopped
months ago. Because government workers
have not been paid since September, calls
to the nationalAIDS hotlinegounanswered.
Paul Mette, director of Hope, a US
government-funded AIDS support organization in Abidjan, said initial efforts to
reach people were too shocking.
‘When people saw the AIDS images on
TV,they just turned them off. People even
stopped coming for tests because they just
don’t want to know,” Mette says.
Recent figures indicate about 12 percent of the Ivory Coast’s population of 12
million now tests positive for the AIDS
virus, but the actual figure is believed to be
higher because few people go to hospitals
for the test.
Guindo, 26, who sells food from a street
stall, asserts that AIDS “is a disease spread
like other diseases.”
Although she and Attoumou have suffered diarrhea, fever and other illnesses
worsened by their weakening immune systems, they do not seem to understand that
AIDS is going to kill them.
Guindo says she doesn’t know how she
contracted HIV.And she and her boyfriend
do not use condoms, she says, because he
would never agree.
African customs and religious taboos
forbid the use of condoms. And women’s
inferior social status and economic dependence leave them open to abuse on a conti-

In Zaire, a frightening figure was an-

World AIDS Day on Wednesday was “Time

nent where they make up half of the AIDS

nounced Wednesday by the Program for
the Fight Against AIDS. It predicted that
AIDS would kill 2 million Zairians in 2004,
a single year barely a decade away. The
central African nation has a population of
38 million.
The African Development Bank, with

to Act,” an appeal that, in Africa at least,
seems to be going unheard.
“The AIDS message seems to have lost
steam,” says Abidjan pharmacist Yeboua
Konan, who notes that the national AIDS
commission no longer brings around posters to drug stores.

carriers.
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Partly due to such stubborn practices,
Africans with AIDS are dying faster than
people with AIDS elsewhere, succumbing
within four years of contracting the disease
compared to 10 years in the developed
world.

Members of panels are named
COMMITTEES

continued from page 1

The Hydro-Quebec committee is being
chaired by Director of the Lincoln Filene
Center Robert Hollister. Other members
are philosophy professor Hugo A. Bedau,
Director of Treasury Operations Thomas
S. McGurty, Associate Dean of the Sackler
School of Graduate Biomedical Sciences

Peggy Newell, AdministrativeAssistant to
the Dean of Students’ Office Libby
Sweetnam, and student Michael Bruce.
McGurty is also chair of the South Africa committee. He is joined by Lyndon
Joseph, senior research technician at the
USDA Human Nutrition Research Center

in Aging; Fletcher School student Maria
Kelly; Tufts Community Union Senator
Henry Ofori-Am; william Quinn, assistant dean for administrationand finance at
the dental school; Pearl Robinson, associate professor of political science; and Andrew Rowan, associate professor of environmental studies and biochemistry at the
veterinary school.
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VIEWPOINTS

The Demographic Trap
The Summer of 1989 marked my witnessing of
what I would now call a racial incident.
My roommate at Brown University’s Summer
4cademy borrowed two Arab outfits from me. He
.hen proceeded to dress up as an Arab. He and a
Friend placed towels on their heads, toted water
machine guns,
Naif AI-Mutawa and went Off to
“terrorize” the
Anti-Septic
campus.I thought
it was funny. I
laughed when they returned escorted by Brown
University police.
I actually got into a semi-argument with an
Arab-American who was talking about how racist
the incident was. I thought he was wrong. I mean,
come on, this was just a couple of guys having fun,
right?
I was coming from a perspective that had to do
with my initial surroundings. I grew up in an Arab
country where I was part of the majority. I did not
feel prejudiced against by my countrymen, nor did
1 feel that I was different based on my physical
features or ideas.
I grew up as part of a society that stressed the
importance of society. We did not emphasize the
individual as much. Any self-esteem issues I might
have had were not tied to my skin color or my
beliefs, for these were elements that were shared.
My Arab-American friend grew up in a society
that prized the individual. However, not only did it
prize the individual, it left him alone. In fact, he
grew up in a country where there were a lot more of
“them” then there were of him.
He grew up in a country where he was the
minority, a place where the values that he was
brought up to cherish didn’t mean anything. And if
he were to hold on to the values that were espoused
by the majority, it would only translate into selfhatred and depression. He grew up picked on, not
for what he did but for who he was. “They” sensitized him.
I did not understand my friend’sperspectiveuntil
I came to Tufts.
I came to a school where I became the minority
to what I perceived was a hostile majority. My
perspective changed. In the beginning, I started
ignoring the viewpoints that dominated The Daily.
Then an article by the then-president of Tufts Hillel
triggered an anger in me that I did not know existed.
I could not understand why anybody would want
to attack my culture with the lies and hatred that this
person used. But I knew that the only deterrent
against such people is to show them that their costs
far outweighed their benefits. So I picked up my
pen, and have not put it down since. I took it upon
myself to be the crusader who would fight these
prejudices and put them away. But somewhere
along the way I lost myself.
My writing, like most everything I did for a
while, took on a life of its own. I was no longer
writingthe articles,the articleswere writing me. I hit
the samenail on the head so many times that I did not
notice when it had disappeared into the woodwork.
I did not notice until I had damaged the frame.
I became sensitiveto anything that I could argue
was disguised propaganda. And I made mistakes.
Perhaps one of the most embarrassing mistakes
need to clear my mind of was the following
incident. Last year I read a letter to the editor by Kirk
[srael. I read that his last name was Israel and it
biased my reading of his letter. I got to a point where
was no longer interested in the truth, only in how
could make the truth appear. I reacted when no
reaction was needed. When I found out that Kirk
Israel was not Jewish, I was ashamed and humili-

enslaved to my idea instead of keeping my idea
enslaved to me.
When Michael Stickingsand JessicaRuzz wrote
of extremists on both sides of the issue, they were
speaking of me, among others. Of the 28 articles
written on this issue from the Arab side in the last
four years, 24 have been mine. I went back and reexamined my articles over the weekend. Although
my articles were moderate for the most part, my
Letters‘to the Editor might be labeled exkeme.
What I saw was not the writings of a malicious
evil- wisher to Israel; what I saw was a hurt and
confused kid who was trying to piece together his
identity. I saw a kid who could not understand why
it was that he was being targeted for who he was. 1
saw a kid who would have sided with my ArabAmerican friend at Brown. I, too, had become
sensitized.
So why the turn-around?
There are around 100 Arab students on campus
There are about 1500 Jewish students. My points
When it comes to discussinga topic like the Middle
East conflict, we find that an ardent right-wing
Israeli supporter will attack an Arab country and/oi
the Arab people. In fact, just two weeks ago the
Deputy Foreign Minister of Israel came to thi:
campus and spoke. In his speech he referred to the
Arabs as lunatics and idiots. There was no outcry
This incident is only a symptom of the sicknes:
that exists here on campus. Too often, a right-wing
Israeli supporter openly bashes Arabs. The righi
winger traps the Arabs. The Arabs feel like they are
being targeted, and in most cases they are. Being 2
targeted minority, we can not really afford to have
a benevolent left wing. To do so on this campu:
would be like signing a death warrant.
So we respond strongly. Then, the demographic
trap is baited. A left winger who is also pro-lsraeli
will then write an article and say, “Why can’t we all
get along?’ Amazing.
It is the recurrence of these dynamics that have
frustrated me and have sent me to an extreme al
times. It is frustratingthat I have to respond and fall
into a trap, and it is frustrating that, generally, nc
other Arabs respond. I end up being the right wing
on paper, the left wing in conversation,and the lefi
testicle when the Arabs are kneed in the groin. This
is why the Group Against Pro-Israeli Propagandz
has been founded.
At the beginning of the semesterI walked by the
room of an ardent pro-Israeli right winger. He saw
me and called out “Naive, don’t hurt my people.” 1
asked the person to come up with one example oj
my targeting “his” people without being provokec
and promised him that I would give up my columr
the next day if he could.
He could not come up with one and only reiter.
ated his initial comment. So I made it very simplt
for him. I said “If you kick me, and I then beat tht
shit out of you, no one is going to feel sorry for you.’
Maybe now he understands.
I became sensitizedalmostinstantaneouslywher
I became a minority. However, I would argue that i
was not merely the fact that I was a minority tha
sensitized me: it was the fact that there was ar
openly hostile majority on campus.
My experience has led me to appreciatenot on11
my Arab-American friend’s perspective, but alsc
that of any minority that exists in a culture in whict
it feels targeted. The fact of the matter is that aftei
a while it no longer matters whether or not a persor
is targeted. What matters is whether or not tha
person believes he is being targeted.

Being a minority and feeling like a minority art
two separate issues. When one ends up oversensi.
ated.
tive and acts like a minority, then the oppressorha!
I was ashamed for allowing myself to become won.

Stop imposing the heavy burden of
“identity” on people. Tust let them
live and tkeathf I feel that life should
be an art form. It should not be a
factory assembly line.

-- Camille Paglia

You as an

international citizen
by Ana Mitrovic
Why did we come to Tufts? We
came here to enrich our intellectual perspectives, to broaden our
horizons and -become well-educated, open-minded citizens of
tomorrow’sworld. We learn about
the history and culture of people,
and theoretically examhe the issues facing today’s modern society.
However, thanks to a program
called EPIIC we can actually apply what we learn in practice. We
can sharethe experiencesof people
who are professionally and intimately involved in these issues in
“the real world.”
EPIIC (Education for Public
Inquiry and International Citizenship) is a program run by the Ex-

quired throughthe media and, consequently, with an unjustly antiSerbian bias. I was pleasantly surprised to find the complete opposite. The lecture was organized
very professionally.Differentsides
were presented objectively by
people who were speaking from
first-hand experiences.
Dr. StevenL. Burg, who is very
well-informed about the Yugoslavian issue, and who wrote a book
entitled Why Yugoslavia Fell
Apart, was also present. More information was provided by Ms.
Ivana Nizich, who is a Senior Research Associate of the Helsinki
Watch, which monitors the human
rights violations taking place in
the former Yugoslavia.
Mr. Gatanic, a renowned and
presently retired Art History pro-

“All the sides involved in the conflict bear the
blame for its atrocious effects.”
fessor at the Fletcher school, said,
“I want to ask a very simple question; how has this war started?”
This produced a smile in the audience because,of course, this simple
question is not simple at all.
Dr. Burg’s claim was that the
ethnic hatred did not appear like a
genie from the bottle. It appears in
the history of the Balkans, in the
cultural and religious differences.
Other factors such as the “postCommunistphenomenon”and the
economic depression have also
contributed to the war in Yugoslavia.
As far as the issue of blame is
concerned, it was generallyagreed
upon that all the sides involved in
the conflict bear the blame for its
atrocious effects. I was happy to
find that the speakers at the debate
Ana Mitrovic, a freshman major- also agreed that it was unjust that
ing in economics and French, is see BOSNIA, page 13
an international student from
Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
perimental College and it works
closely with a number of local
high schools to educate young
people on important topics like
“Ethnicity, Religion and Nationalism,” which is this year’s theme.
It tries to make the young aware
of the power that the media has
over them, and how they should
learn to be selective and analyze
what they see on television, read
in the newspapers, or hear on the
radio. The program is very impressive, and it has achieved a lot
since it was founded. I learned
about it by going to a lecture on the
fall of Yugoslavia.
Being Serbian myself, I was
fearfully expecting to hear people
discussingthe topic with the minimal knowledge of it that was ac-

The importance of a
zone called Parcel C
by Sherry Dong
What is the significanceof Parcel C? It’s a little plot of land on
Washington St., across from West
Oak St. and adjacent to a structure
being built by the New England
Medicalcenter indowntownBoston. NEMC has been increasing
its property holdings more and
more each year, displacing
Chinatown in the process.
Why is there such a fuss over
Parcel C? As NEMC expands its
facilities,it deems necessary a 4 5 5
car parking garage, which would
be located on Parcel C. What is
stopping them?
1. Parcel C is classified as a
residential zone, which means that
any structure built over 80 feet
requires a permit.
2. Before building a parking
garage, an extensive environmental impact report must be submitted to, and approved by, the Boston Redevelopment Authority
(BRA).The City of Boston, by the
way, is already over its limit in
Sherry Dong is a junior majoring
in Asian studies and sociology.

terms of air pollution. Ever notice
a darkness that hangs over the
city?
3. A group of concerned citizens called the Coalition to Protect Parcel C for Chinatown was
formed in response to this proposal.
Who ownsParcelC?Right now
the BRA does. But it’s alittle more
complicated than that. During the
1960s,urban renewal was a major
focus of the government. The plan
was to eliminateblight, deterioration, traffic congestion, and the
like.
In 1966, Parcel C was taken
from Chinatown by the BRA
through eminent domain under
such a pretense -the South Cove
Urban Renewal Plan was implemented in 1965.Residentialhousing units were demolished, but
where was the urban renewal? The
land was eventually sold to TuftsNEMC. It has remained undeveloped ever since.
Wait,that’snottheend.In 1989,
NEMC agreed to exchange Parcel
see CHINATOWN, page 6
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Someone had tO mention
conformity

Have turkeys or term
papers got you down?
Relaxation workshops help to relieve

... and Spade says that what we do is but a Pet Barn because I had so much free time on m:

“

Rachel Levine
Did they eat it raw?

shadow of what
we want to do.”
“Sowhocares
what Spade says
anyway. You

should live your life otherwise.”
“De Spade.”
“De Spade. Whatever. My point is, there is no
reason to hold back what you are saying, thinking,
wishing, wanting...”
“But there are proper ways to act in situations
that are expected by society, and without them,
society just doesn’t function.”
The heated argument over my head makes me
feel as though I am standing... orrather, sitting... on
the border of the Gaza Strip. What once was a tray
of 2” hot dogs is not only out of reach, but is now on
the floor. When the earmark of its generation, late
night movie Saturday Night Fever, breaks for a
commercial, it is time to make my move to the
kitchen and replenish the supply of ready-to-defrost
weenies that Gayle Jaffe snuck out of her house by
hiding them under her jacket.
In the kitchen, the weenies are almost
microwaved, as in, they are frozen solid. Unfortunately, the microwave is blocked by an enormous
mass composed of Leon, big guy with vertical leap
to match, embracing,fondling, and strippingCarrie,
big woman with pink bra to match. Their bodies are
so close together and entwined that only dental floss
and a crowbar could separate them (and even that is
questionable). I fruitlessly tap then shake then tug
Carrie on the shoulder. My efforts to engage their
attention are useless.
After a moment, Carrie asks, “Are we in your
way, Rachel?’
Well, yes, I would like to say to them. You are in
the way and I would also like to add that you are
equally nauseating in your pseudo-nakedness as
you roll about the kitchen in lustful acts best confined to non-public areas.
“Well, I sort of have to use the microwave,” I say
instead. Duh. Does the package give it away or the
fact that I’ve been standing in front of your for seven
and a half minutes?
Carrie brushes the hair out of her face and the
3rool from her lip and steps to the side before
resuming a new “position,” against the refrigerator.
Leon takes a spatula out of a drawer and they both
burst out laughing. The three minutes it takes to
:ook the 20 hot dogs can not pass fast enough.
2arrie and Leon snag five weenies each before I am
xble to escape.
On the far side of the living room, my seat
3etween the fighting factions is still empty. How:ver, before I can even start my trek through the
:rowd of kissy-kissy, huggy-huggy breaking North
High School alums, I am monopolized by Caryn
?ozin, a fellow member of the late Jokey Smurfs 43 group.
Judging from her sweatshidsneakershow getip, it is clear that Caryn Pozin spends far too many
lours in the Greek shop. Her head shakes on her
ieck as though it is a helium ball attachedby a single
itring. The weight of the AZD bow must be throwng off the delicate balance that maintains homeoitasis in her cerebellum. Caryn was always goodiatured enough to be our second string secretary.
“Ya,” she says. Now, she actually says words like
‘ya,” and “na,” and “oopsie.” “I had to get a job at

hands.”
Smile. Smile. Smile. Some people deserve thei
own personal, made-for-the occasion firing squad
She talks about the Pet Barn, then AZD, then the Pe
Barn, and then I can’t tell if she’s talking about thc
Pet Barn or her sorority.
After standing there silently for an obnoxiou:
length of time, quite bored, Caryn asks, “And wha
have you been doing?’
Though I would like to tell her that I have bee1
doing what is called “barely getting by,” and spei
at length about my equally exciting days spen
sleeping, studying, and watching artsy movies,
point to my throat and stick out my tongue instead
indicatingthat I will have psychosomatic laryngiti:
for the remainder of our conversation. Caryn, be
wildered with her big, deer-caught-in- headligh
eyes, giggles with pity, grabs two of the weenies
and allows me passage.
Eight weenies remain. My seat on the couch i!
untaken. My eyes lovingly look at the indentations
in the cushions where many butts have sat before
me, where many butts will sit after my own.
The Wos, never referred to by her first name, is
the sort of woman most easily mistaken for i
professional wrestler, and she tackles both me ana
a table supportinga tray of Pathmark brand Doritos.
chips, and onion dip. Fortunately,the dishof weenies
remains upright on its way down. BrushingCheetos
from my hair, we look at the sacred velour armchail
in horror -- onion dip on the cushions, and Kristin.
our hostess, is at the far end of the room.
“Quick. Get some towels or something,” I tell
the Wos after she snags a weenie.
Kristin waves at me and sends a kiss, which I
pretend to catch, under the pretense that maybe she
will not say hello for a fourth time. Clearly, no one
is monopolizing her hostessness in an engaging
conversation and she begins her approach. It is my
neck if she sees the dip. Enter the Wos, with three
rolls of paper towels under each arm.It is both of
our necks if Kristin sees the towels.
I motion to the Wos to drop the towels and she
dumbly cocks her head to one side and smiles.
Kristin is now in the middle of the room. I motion
again in my best of all possible sign language,
“Drop the towels or we die.” The Wos points to her
shirt and smiles at me again. I motion. She points
and begins to wipe her shirt and gives me the A-OK
sign. I jump up and down and motion and Kristin is
standing yards away.
I sit on the chair, on the dip, and Kristin throws
her arms about me and sits on my lap. “I love you,
Rachel,” she says, popping a hot dog in her mouth.
“I love you, too,” I say, with as much saccharine
I can muster. The phone rings and within seconds,
I am left loveless in dip soaked Gap jeans with six
rolls of paper towels.
“Quilted for your comfort,” the Wos adds, taking three of the hot dogs.
The seat is mine. I ease down into my little nest
between the two arguing factions who are continuing to debate the correct pronunciation of de Spade.
My plate of three weenies balances on my lap, a Dr.
Pepper at my feet. Life is good.
Then from both sides of me, the disagreeing
parties find it is in their best interest to join forces
and help themselves to my hors d’oeuvres.
“GET OFF OF MY WEENIES !” I say, and they
let go immediately.

Overseas Motors Inc, 38 Harvard Ave.,
6174883800 / 800-649-2210 w*M*fordwA
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by JULIE GAGNON
Contributing Wnter

Hey, you with the dark circles
under your eyes and the frazzled
nerves! Put down that cup of coffee and toss that box of Vivarin
into the garbage. There’s a better
way to gain energy and relieve the
stress which seems all too prominent on any college campus during this time of the semester. Papers, lab reports, and final exams
are looming in the near future.
Even though you can cut the tension with a knife, this nervous energy can be used to your advantage. By learningto deal with your
stress through various relaxation
techniques, you can boost your
spirits without those caffeine jitters.
Tufts’ Health Education Program offers free Relaxation and
Meditation Programs which are
available to all Tufts students.
Participants are introduced to a
series of techniques which are designed to relax the body and derive power naturally from within.
The workshopbegins with a meditation period designed to clear the
mind of existing problems. Students are encouraged to take notice of their bodies and rid themselves of external cares.
A second alternative also used
to ease tension takes a more physical approach. Warm-up exercises
for Tai-Chi, a form of martial arts
which focuseson the internal, provide participants with a series of
fluid and slow-moving stretches.
These tend to have a meditative
effect on the body and mind. Group
exercises allow the participants to
sharetheir energy and supportothers in their stress-relief efforts.
The workshop ends with a narrative designed to relax and channel
positive energy into the body.
These workshops, offered at
various times during the semester,
are designed to teach students invaluable management exercises.
The responses from group members were overwhelmingly positive. ‘‘I feel great,” stated a firsttime participant. “I have so much
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energy, I won’t need to go home
and have that pot of coffee.” Other
students with prior relaxation experience were pleased with the
new techniques they had acquired.
The leader of the workshop,
Mary Sturtevant, a specialist in
Health Education, who served as
director of Health Education for
seven years, revealed the importance of learning to channel energy from within, and excluding
the introduction of outside substances.
“I prefer to place emphasis on
therelaxationand revitalizingtechniques in the workshop rather than
focusing on the stress issues. The
very word ‘stress’ causes anxiety
in many students. It is important
that students learn to depend on
their own body for energy rather
than smoking or drinking during
times of stress.”
Sturtevant teaches the art of
relaxation so that her students will
achieve a balance within their bodies and minds. This balance, in
turn, may be carried out in all
outside activities.
“Equilibrium can be achieved
through a variety of approaches
using meditation and relaxation
and utilizing the body as a living
medium.”
Learning proper relaxation
techniques is an important step in
the right direction for students
during this time of the semester.
Once learned, the exercisescan be
instrumental in all aspects of daily
life, especially at times of pressure. It is also important in times
of anxiety to pay attention to other
every day habits. Sleep, good nutrition, and exercise are all useful
in achieving a healthy lifestyleand
soothing nerves.
For more information regarding the Relaxation and Meditation
Workshop and other related questions, please contact the Health
Education Program at 627-3027.
The next workshops are scheduled for Dec. 8 at 6 p.m. - 7 .p.m.
and Dec. 14 and 15 from 11 a.m. 12:30p.m. at the Women’s Center,
located at 55 Talbot Avenue.
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MORGAN STANLEY

Pact fails
CHINATOWN

continued from page 3
C for other lands, Parcels P-4 and
P-4a, a new ambulatory care center, and parking elsewhere (more
than a fair trade?). Its Master Plan
(statementof what it plans to build
for the next decade or so) stipulated that the transfer of Parcel C
was meant to "enable the assembling of Parcel C for a community
services center" (NEMC Master
Plan, 3/90).
NEMC and the BRA recognized the need for more affordable
housing in Chinatown,more community services,more open space,
and more recreational facilities.
So what has NEMC done, even
after agreeing in writing, without
coercion? It has reneged on its
word.

In 1992, NEMC changed its
Master Plan without provocation
ornotice; itwanteda455-carparking garage on Parcel C, the land
which it had already given up. It
would give Chinatown either a
10,000square foot center (apaltry
one-ninth of the original amount
of land agreed upon) or a $1.8
million community benefit.
Sounds great for NEMC, but it
neglects the location of Parcel C.

MORGAN STANLEY
Morgan Stanky is an e q d oplmtunity employer

The land is across the street
from a housing facility, where
many of the community's elderly,
as well as many children, live. The
building is already being overshadowed by a current NEMC
project. Why would the residents
wish to compound their problems
with ap unhealthyparkinggarage?

~

Today Parcel C stands as a symbol for the struggle between maintaining thriving (ethnic) conununities and institutionalexpansionism. Chinatown is enclosed on all
sides as it is: the red light district,
NEMC and Tufts, Downtown
Crossing,and theTheater District.
It has nowhere to go but inward,
and as the trend seems to be, that's
exactly where it is headed.

Our Superior Cheese Pizza
12" Cheese
16" Cheese

$5.70
$8.39

Additional Toppings
Pepperoni, Ground Beef, Mushroom, Sausage,
Ham, Onion, Anchovy, Green Pepper, Green
Olives, Double Cheese, Black Olives, Pineapple,
Spinach, Eggplant, Tomato, Broccoli, Garlic,
Prosciutto, Canadian Bacon 8~Hot Pepper
12" Item
$.95
16" Item
$1.10
Extra sauce is free.
Thin crust free.
Try our free seeded crust.
Try our NEW B.B.Q Sauce Pizza
$.70
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Salads
Fresh Garden Salad
Fresh Greek Salad

$3.75
$3.95
Choice of Dressing: Italian, Low.Cal. Ranch,
Greek, or Blue Cheese

Tufts' Special
Medium Cheese
pizza

$4.25

College Speaal
Large Cheese

pizza

$5.70

Columbo Frozen Yogurt

Chunk
Pints

. $2.95

More importantly, how much
institutional expansionismshould
be tolerated in the name of socalled progress? At what price?
You know where Mass General
stands? There used to be an ethnic
community there, a West End of
Boston. Guess what happened to
it? It was run out by this colossal
entity in the name of humanity.
Whose humanity? .

Funds sought
AID

continued from page 1

'

Heath Bar, Bavarian Choc. Chunk, Vanilla
Dream, Peanut Butter Cup, Strawberry passion,
Mocha Swiss Almond, Wild Raspberry, Cheesecake, Caramel Pecan Cup, Banana nut, Choc.

Here is NEMC, a colossal entity that has been eating away at
Chinatown for years and years.
Now it wants not only to take the
land, but to pollute the residentsto
death. How many more parking
garages does the City of Boston
need?

Call

629-2400
514.4 Medfm%,.St. Somerville

Limited Delivery Area
Frozen Yogurt and Salad Delivery with piua anly
Prices do not include taxes or bottle deposit and arc subject Lo change Without notice

student financial aid to be in realizing studentdiversityin the classroom. The resolution closed with
a request that the entire faculty
contributetothe financialaid fund.
AAUP's mission statement
pledges that new funding will be
sought to meet the aforementioned
goals. The chapter also voted
unanimously to present the resolution as a motion to be adopted by
the entire Arts and Sciences faculty at its next meeting on Dec. 6.
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Lack of spirit should not excite
About a week and a half ago I, like many, sat in
front of the TV as David Gordon’s kick sailed
through the uprights in South Bend, Indiana, to give
the Boston College Eagles an improbable victory
over the then number-one ranked Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame.
Celebrating
the
thrilling upPhil Ayoub
setwith oneof my
liamond in the Rough roommates, I
glanced across at
some of the Hillside Apartments opposite ours and
noticed four other suites also going nuts. They
were jumping up and down, arms raised, hugging,
just like us.
There we all were, some of us from the New
England area and some of us not, celebratinga great
moment in sports. But that was it. Most of us surely
didn’thaveanyconnectionwithBC at all. It was like
we were cheering, yeah, we don ’r go there and we
bave no real reason to celebrate, bur we’re doing it
znyway. Yeah!
This brings to mind a common complaint that
many have with regard to Tufts. There are a lot of
Zripes over the fact that we as a school have no spirit
when it comes to our sports teams. This has been a
ong-time problem and has recently been thrust in
1ur faces once again with the now-famous 292
-anking.
It is definitely true that this school’s athletic
;upport by the students should be categorized as
memic, at best. But really, everyoneshouldjust quit
:omplaining and face reality.
Tufts is a Division III school, and not a very good
me athletically,on the whole. What does that mean?
Very simply, it means that most of the games played
lon’t mean much. This probably sounds pretty
iarsh, but it’s true.
We can’t expect the support and excitement of a
livision I if there really isn’t anything at stake. This
sn’t an excuse,but just a statement of fact. Because
If this there really can’t be any blame put on the
itudent body for the pathetic support.
For example, North Carolina won the NCAA
)asketball championship last year and has since
idded three of the top freshmenin the country.They
ame into this seasonranked number one and the big
pestion of the season was “Is anyone going to beat
hem?’ Then came the Big Apple NIT tournament
Ind an underdog UMass team who upset them.
That was a victory that, even this early in the
eason, sent shock waves throughout collegehoops.
’his is something that UMass has to be proud of.
’hey beat the best and everyonefrom DickVitale to
ny mom knew it was pretty important. There are

some bragging rights that go along with what tht
team did and it certainly must create great excite.
menton campus.What I’m asking is, where at Tufts
is there an equivalent for us to get excited about?
There isn’t any.
Let’s take a look at Tufts. How many of us (whc
don’t play for a team here) can name all of the team5
in NESCAC, the athletic conference that most ol
our teams belong to? Which of these teams are
supposed to be good in any sport? I used to be i
sports editor and I couldn’t answer either of these
questions (pretty sad, I know). But ask me, or mosi
anyone else, who’s supposed to be good in Division
I, and I’ll talk for as long as you want.
Say, for example, the men’s hoops team beats
Williams, a long-time Jumbo rival that was alsc
featured in Sports Illustrated’s college basketball
preview. It would be a huge win for the team and il
would be nice to witnessa celebration similarto the
one seen here for the BC win. Sure, there are people
on the campuswho realizethe relativemagnitudeoi
it, but what would a win like that mean? Can we
really brag to our friends at home that we defeated
the Purple Cows?
Now, this is not something we should be depressed about. Anyone who came to Tufts or works
for the school should have known full well that they
weren’t coming to an athleticpowerhouse,just like
anyone at UMass should know that they’re not ai
one of the finer academic schools in the country.
They’re not going to brag to their friends at home
that they go to a “better” school than BU, or some
place like that.
The fact of the matter is that there is very little at
stake (for the students, that is; for the players,
coaches, and families, there is plenty at stake)when
Tufts does anything athletically and that’s why
there is no support.
The only Division I team in the school is the
sailing team. Sailing! No doubt it’s great, but it’s
hardly a spectator sport! They won some big regatta
in Japan over Thanksgivingbreak. Most of us don’t
know that, but how do we show great support and
excitementfor them, even though they’re one of the
best in the nation?
The most entertainingteam at Tufts is the men’s
basketball team, though, and they seem to have a
talented team, too. Hopefully, they can generate a
little excitementand make enough of us want to go
to Cousens. But the team and athletics in general is
certainly not the main source of pride for Tufts and
it’s about time we came to grips with it. We should
be proud of the education we get here. It’s just too
bad that more people know a place like BC because
of its athletics, rather than Tufts because of its

Equestrian team boasts skill, size
No horseplay for this group of forty dedicated members
by SHARON JEDEL
Daily Editorial Board

Walk into SusanArnold’s dorm
room, and you immediately see
her true love: riding horses. Six

--

colorful ribbons cling to the wall,
a black velvet hunt cap hangs from
her bed, and folders with competition schedules,division rules, and
transportation memos command
her desktop. She is the proud captain of the Tufts Equestrian Team.
‘We’re a team that is watched.
People pay attention to what we
do,” she says.
With forty riders, ranging not
only in age but in skill, the Jumbo
Equestrian team proves unique in
the varyingskillsit accommodates.
“It is designed so that any level
of rider can participate,” Arnold
states, noting the range in experience the nine divisions represent.
Level one, referred to as “walktrot,” is geared toward beginners;
with each increasing level, more
challenging tasks are demanded.
Ultimately, the rider is hopeful of
advancing to the sumrior level
Y

nine, one that, among other skills,
reauires iumoing over fences.
‘Coached by Charlotte
McEnroe, and one of nine colleges in its division,Tufts isjoined
by other schoolsincludingBoston
University, Harvard, Dartmouth,
and Framingham State. Yet unlike
some of their rivals, Tufts lacks
equestrian facilities on campus.
Consequently, each week, the
team devotes two hours to roundtrip transportation for an hour of
riding training and practice at
Winona Farm. Located in Millis,
Massachusetts,the ranchis stocked
with horses as well as indoor facilities in case of inclement
weather.
The absence of local resources
produces an additional challenge.
Lacking their own horses, Jumbo
riders must instead be randomly
assigned new horses with each
competition by a lottery drawing.
Thus, having no previous interaction with their assigned horse, the
competition is a truly a test of
these riders’ skill.
In contrast to several other
sports, the equestrian season is
year-round. In addition to their
weekly practice schedule, six
showsare held in
the fall followed
~”
. .
_
by tour shows in the spring. The

-

Squash team hopes to
continue early success
by JEFF GELLER
Daily Editorial Board

The Tufts squash teams clearly
enjoy their sport. Tucked away in
the uppermost reaches of Cousens

Gym, where the radiators never
stop running, the collection of returning players and walk-onsfrom
around the globe practice under
theleadership ofcoach Cliff Wenn
and men’sco-captainTodd Myers’
ball-eating ‘‘squash dog,” Cheyenne,aseven-month-oldblack lab.
But the laid back atmosphere Of
the teams’ practices are not indicative of their match play.
The men’s team saw their first
action this season at the Williams
Invitationaltournament,held Nov.
20-2 1 . In the two days, the Jumbos
compiled a 3-2 record, with wins
Over Fordham University,
Haverford College, and Ohio
Wesleyan University, and shutout
losses to Stonybrook College and

W

the Naval Academy.
The win over Fordham featured
strong performances by the top
two players, co-captainsMyers and
junior John McKenna, who each
won their match 3-1 in games.
Other winners for Tufts were
sophomore Chris Hong (3-0),
sophomore Harold Chang (3-2,
16-15in the final game), senior
Sung Won (3- 1) and freshman
Suraj Rupani (3-0).
The next day’s matches were
less competitive, as the Jumbos
rolled to victory over Haverford,
7-2, and Ohio Wesleyan, 9-0.
A 3-2 record is especially satisfying for coach Wenn, since the
men lost the majority oftheir team
from last season. Last year’s top
two players, Tad Hogan and Louis
~
~graduated;
i
~ weisman,
~
~
last
numberfive player as a
freshman,transferred to Williams;
andjunior Nick vonD~~wenseis
currently studying abroad.
“A lot of people who would

see SQUASH, Page 8

Spirit, unity inspire
women’s basketball
by GREGORY YOUMAN
Senior Staff Writer

The Lady Jumbos left Medford
for Rochester, New York and the
Chuck Resler Invitational Tour-

three games of the young season,
but it was the second half that was
the downfallof the Jumbos against
Rochester.Althoughthey went into
the locker room with a 46-44 advantage, the women shot a dismal
29 percent from the floor in the
second half while Rochester exploded for 46 points and walked
away with the first round win.
Although not pleased with the
loss, head coach Ed Leydon was
encouraged by his team’s performance.
‘We were the fourth seed and
they were the first seed. We gave
them all that they could handle. It
was a three point, four point game
right to the last minute and they
ended up beating a pretty high
caliber team [Clark University]
fairly easily in their second game.”
Ellie Strobe1 once again was
the leading scorer for the Brown
and Blue, dumping in 24 while
see HOOPS, page 9

Lz3zl
Basketball

nament with a perfect 3-9 record.
They returned on Sunday with a 32 record but with a newfobnd team
spirit and unity.
The Brown and Blue played
without junior Jodi Beach, who
has missed the previous three
games with a knee injury. Without
their top rebounder and number
two point scorer, the women fell to
the University of Rochester on
Saturday by the score of 90-84.
They were then defeated in the
consolation game by the University of California-San Diego by a
count of 93-70.
Strong second halves propelled
the women to victory in their first

season concludes with a series of
progressive
competitions:
Rezonals (hosted by Tufts),
Zones, and Nationals. Three years
ago, an impressive Jumbo team
qualified for the Nationals.
Thecompetitionsare organized
in a such a way to include three
opportunitiesfor awards.Individually, participants can earn ribbons
from first to sixth place. Points are
allotted for each ribbon won, as a
running tally is maintained with
each show. Subsequently, these
riders have the potential to “point
out” and move up to the next division.
Additionally, each show consists of a “point rider.” As a representativeof the school’s team, this
rider’s points count fcr the team’s
total.
“If we’ve got a consistent winner, we’ll stick with them,” Arnold
said. Qualifying for the coveted
national competition is based on
the team’s cumulative seasonal
sum.
Finally, the team’s progress as
a whole can lead them to nationals. In years past, financial support from Tufts has been scarce.
Because the majority of expenses Despite recent losses, the women’s basketball team possesses the
skiuand strategy to post many wins during the winter season.
see HOSE, page 9
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SQUASH

continued from page 7

have played JV are now having to
play varsity,” Wenn said, while
running across the room to tear a
ball from the depths of Cheyenne’s
mouth. ‘We’ll try to do our best
with the people we have and hope
peoplewill stepupintotheirroles,”
he said.
The men finished last season
ranked 21st out of 42 teams in the
country. One of Wenn’s top priorities is to maintain or improve on
that ranking. According to Myers,
“The way we win matches is with
our depth. Our four through nine
players are basically even.”
The women’s team’s first
matches of the year were in the
exhibitioncan-Amtournament,an
annual competition held between
three American and three Canadian colleges. Today’s match at
Wellesley will %e the first true
match for the women, who find
themselves in a similar position as
the men’s team.
Seven of last season’s nine varsity players graduated, leaving
gaping holes up and down the
lineup. Hoping to fill those spots
are co-captains Monica Woelfel
and Kathy Kim. Freshman Natsai
MandisodzaofHarare, Zimbabwe,
a top recruit, should take the number one spot, according to Wenn.
In addition, several members of

the tennis team have joined 01
such as freshman Lisa Kern.
“The team is significant1
weaker [than last year], but we’v
been working very hard in prac
tice, especially on the fundamer
tals. I think this team is balance
enough to stay where we are [i
the rankings],” Wenn said.
Wenn feels this season will b
“a learning experience” for th
women, due to their inexperienc
and the new formatof the matcher
For the first time, matches will b
played with a soft ball, rather tha
the traditional North America
hard ball. The switch was made tl
conform to the European, Souti
American, and Asian style, ac
cording to the coach.
One of the most intriguing as
pects of squash is its internationa
flavor. Five of the eleven player
on the men’s team are from out
side the United States, and th~
women’s
team
feature
Mandisodza, Amy Kim of Seoul
South Korea and Natasha Issa o
Surinam. Wenn, a 1986 Tuft
graduate, grew up in India an(
Singapore, and assistant coacl
Mohammed Ayaz hails from Paki
stan.
Both teams will be in actioi
this weekend, as they host Trinit]
College and Middlebury Collegc
on Saturday and Franklin an(
Marshall University on Sunday.

The Tufts Daily would
like to request that you
please recycle this
newspaper, or at least
place it in the
recycling bin.
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Investigation discovers presence
of gay stalker in Manhattan area
Intensive Dolice studv followed murder case last summer
I

NEW YORK (AP) -- By now, the
grisly images of what remained of
Michael Sakara are familiar.
The stalker who picked up the
56-year-old Sakara at a gay bar in
Manhattan hacked off his head
and arms. He packed the body
parts in plastic bags. Then he
stuffed the bags into a trash bin in
suburban Rockland County.
The bags were found on July
3 1 . Today, nearly four months after authoritieslaunched an exhaustive investigation into the deaths
of Sakara and at least three other
gay murder victims,only one thing
appears certain: their killer is still
out there, perhaps poised to kill
again.
‘Weneed some additionalleads
in this investigation,weneed some
help, we need some breaks,” Police Commissioner Raymond
Kelly conceded Tuesday when
asked about the case.
With no leads, no breaks and
no new killings, publicity about
the case has subsided. But the anxiety and frustration in Manhattan’s
gay community has not.
The news this week that the
Police Department was pulling
three detectivesoff the case infuriated members of the New York
City Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence Project, an advocacy group
for gay victims of crime.
The group has long urged formation of a special police task
force to investigate a pattern of

d

crimes by attackers who pick up
their victims in gay bars. Of the 37
murders of gays in the city in the
last two years, six were “pick up”
crimes that remain unsolved, according to the group.
“Murderers have been targeting gay men for years, and the
NYPD response has been very
lame,” said project director Bea
Hanson.
The handling of the recent
stalkerinvestigation“sends aclear
message about the negligible priority it places on the lives of gay
men,” she said.
Authorities say that as the leads
dried up, so did the workload.
“To be quite frank, we didn’t
need them,” Rockland County
District Attorney Kenneth Gribetz
said of the detectives.
Evidence that a possible serial
killer was preying on gay victims
emerged after the death of Sakara,
a typesetter for the New York Law
Journal.
Sakara was last seen early on
the morning of July 30 at the Five
Oaks, a piano bar in Greenwich
Village. His head and arms, bearing multiple fractures and hacking
marks, were found the next day in
aroadside trash bin about 40 miles
north of New York City.
The killing’s striking similarity
to four other deaths triggered a
massiveinvestigationcoordinated
by Rockland County District
Attorney’s office. At its height,

more than 20 investigators from a
handful of agencies including the
NYPD were at work on the case.
Acting on tips from the gay
community,they interviewedmore
than 450 people in four states.
As a result, “our information is
firmer than ever that three deaths
are linked,” said Gribetz.
The killer’s other victims, detectives say, were Anthony
Morreno, 44, a bisexual prostitute, and Thomas Mulcahy, 57, a
married sales executive from
Sudbury, Mass.
Both men were last seen in
Manhattan last summer, Mulcahy
at a gay bar. Both of their bodies
were dismemberedand stuffedinto
plastic bags. And in both cases the
bags were dumped in Ocean City,
N.J.
But aside from establishing a
definitelinkbetween the three killings, the investigation has stalled.
The NYPD, which once sent detectives to Rockland County every day, now monitors the case
from New York City.
Sergeant. Jim O’Conner, who
remains on the case full-time, insistsit is adepartmentpriority,and
that “we’re looking at one or two
potential suspects.”
Comments from other law enforcement officials are less encouraging.
“Unless this person is dead,
there’s no reason to think that it
won’thappen again,’ Gxjbetzsaid.

Tufts University Health Service
Dear Student:

I’m pleased to announce that Tufts University Health Service (TUHS) is now able to provide the oral contraceptive
preparations (OCP‘s) at a much reduced price. Through a special arrangement with the pharmacy program already in
place and functioning at TUHS, students seen, examined, and treated at the Health Service will be able to purchase the
OCP‘s at the reduced price. Presently, this reduced price applies to our most frequently prescribed OCP’s and not to all.

...

In order to purchase any medication through the pharmacy program at TUHS, a student

1. must be seen and treated at the TUHS or by one of the consultants in the prescription/s written by that
clinician. All prescriptions are picked up by the pharmacy at TUHS. Prescriptions written by practitioners
other than the above will not be accepted.
2. picks up the filled prescription at TUHS after its delivery to TUHS. (NOTE: Prescriptions are picked up, and
the medications delivered, four times daily during weekdays and twice daily on weekends and holidays.)
3. will be responsible for payment of the medication unless it is covered by her/his health insurance plan.

As noted in the past, a student, if she/he so prefers, may have the
prescriptiods filled in another retail pharmacy of herhis choice.

George P. Rizzone, M.D.
Director
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Independent theaters: a refreshing alternative
by CHRISTOPHER STRIPINIS
Daily Editorial Board

W

ITH THE GROWING

preponderance of
national
chain,
multiple-screen
cinemacomplexesthese days, going
to the movies has become quite a
different event than what past
generations have enjoyed. After a
while, if you’ve seen the inside of
one Loews theater, for example,
haven’t you seen them all?
Fortunately, a number of local
theatersoffer a refreshing alternative
to the antiseptic uniformity, and
hefty ticket prices, of their highergrossing mutated descendants.
Quietly paying homage to an era
gone by, these theaters recall a time
when a movie theater was not just a
room to show movies in, and when
going to the theatre was an
experience in itself.
With
many
interesting
architectural quirks, these theaters
are also often steeped in history.
Arguably the grandaddy of local
independent theaters, the Brattle
Theatre (40Brattle Street, Harvard
Square)recently celebratedits 100th
anniversary. Featuring a number of
well-known performers and actors,
the Brattle regularly showcased live
theater acts until 1953, when it
became strictly a movie theater.
Nevertheless, the theater has
retained early trademarks such as
the stage and upstairs balcony.
Today, the Brattle’s screenings
focus on “mostly repertory classics,

both from Hollywood and foreign,”
according to Marianne Lampke, a
Brattle co-director. With various
theme nights each day of the week,
though, this runs the gamut from
classic film noir offerings (an
original print of Casablanca was
“discovered” here in the ‘50s) to the
current Tuesday theme of “Vamps
& Other Lesbians.”
Tickets for shows at the recently
renovated theater are only $5.50,
but for one heck of an entertainment
deal, check out their end-of-the-day
double features for the price of a
single ticket. Also, admission to the
second show of a double feature is a
mere $4.50.
A bit younger but no less
interesting, the Coolidge Corner
Theatre (290 Harvard Street,
Brookline) celebrates its 60th
anniversary as a movie theater this
month. Saved from the wrecking
ball and certain mall-dom in 1989
by what is now the non-profit
Coolidge
Corner
Theatre
Foundation, the building was once a
church whose construction dates
back to 1901. The Theatre still
retains its historic art deco
atmosphere and a lobby, complete
with couches, as comfy as your own
living room.
Like the Brattle, the Coolidge
Corner Theatre highlights both
classic films and the cutting-edgeof
local and national independent
cinema. Running through March,
1994, one current festival of the
“big screen” showcasesclassicslike

Daily file photo

Renovations on the Somerville Theater’soriginal 1914 sign three years ago.

Double Indemnity and Spartacus as
they were meant to be seen, as
Director of Special Events Robert
Dimmick suggests, on a big screen.
The two-screen theater also
presents occasional guest speakers,
from prominentmembers of the film
industry such as actor Jeff Bridges
and actress Liv Ullman this year, to
five survivors of the Titanic who
attended a special screening of A
Night to Remember several years
ago.
Built in 1917, the Somerville
Theatre (55 Davis Square) is a
certifiable institution in the Square.
Another single-screen theater, the
Somerville Theatre is a cavernous
place, featuring a spacious balcony
and some remarkable architecture.
Once home to vaudeville acts,

the Theatre’s stage is still the
frequent host of live performances.
Recent shows at the 1,000-seat
venue have included local rocker
Laurie Sargent, folk-pop act The
Story, and Irish new-age band
Clannad. Meanwhile, years past
have seen anything from wellknown folk acts to the ear-numbing
distortion of Sonic Youth.
Perhaps of more relevance to
nearby students, the Theatre boasts
the most inexpensive big-screen
flicks in the area, with shows asking
amere$2.50. Gearedlargelytoward
more recent releases, the Theatre
screens movies after a bit of a wait
-- “basically before they leave the
city for video,” according to Shift
Manager Kristin Sumrall.
With six screens, the Capitol
Theatre (204- Massachusetts
Avenue, Arlington) is a good deal
larger than the others. Built in 1925,
the Capitol also presented frequent
stage performances in the 20s and
30s, according to Manager Dave
Burke. Until extensive renovations
in 1989 added four new screens, the
Theatre even bore an orchestra pit
and downstairs dressing rooms as
testaments to its live theater past.
AlthoughBurkelaments the historic
losses, he points out the upgrade
from a time when “if it rained
outside, it also rained inside.”
Nowadays,Capitolpatrons enjoy
the early period feel of the lobby and
architecture, real ice cream at the
concession stand (Hood brand; says
Dave), and a piddling $4 admission
for fairly recent movies. Unlike the
Brattle and Coolidge Cbrner
theaters, though, the Capitol sticks
to relatively popular, mainstieam
movie selections after a three- to
six-week delay from their release in

see THEATERS, page 111
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WEEKENDER
Mellencamp grows UP
by CHRISTOPHER
STRIPINIS
Daily Editorial Board

by ELIN DUGAN
Daily Editorial Board

D

BE FOOLED BY MTV. IT
subject its viewers to countless
tedious hours of rap, hip-hop, and
Top 40, and then breaks up the
monotony with perhaps one hour of “alternative”
-- sometimes more, sometimes less.
The lucky viewer may enjoy an entire twohour reprieve if he catches “120 Minutes” at its
start. But woe to the sad fool who turns on the
channel in the middle of a “Buzz-clip,” and
must lament the meager two-minute countdown
to Top 40 hell.
The point here is that MTV’s audience is so
starved for alternatives to the Top 40 crapola,
they’ll take any bone that is thrown their way,
and devour it as though it’s a big juicy steak.
Cases in point: Stone Temple Pilots, Blind
Melon, and the Cranberries. All three bands
have been force-fed to MTV’s viewers in the
form of Buzz-clips, videos so labeled to imply
instant “alternative” appeal. When a Buzz-clip
pops onto the screen, we automatically expect
something unique, something musical 1y
innovative, regardless of how unoriginal it may
be.
The Gin Blossoms are a perfect example of a
band that has enjoyed this alternative status
without paying its dues. Its first single, the
summer release “Hey Jealousy,” gained instant
recognition as a Buzz-clip. Why?! There is
nothing innovative about the Gin Blossoms, or
their successful single.
The Gin Blossoms’ music is pure rock,just as
it’s been for decades -- or at least one decade.
Somehow, they have joined the ranks of bands
like the Smithereens and Lemonheads, who
make no attempts to create original music, but
instead spend their time basking in MTV’s
arbitrary alternative spotlight.
In the meantime, thousands of easilyinfluenced fans have snatched up every available
copy of the Gin Blossoms’ album, New
Miserable Experience, expecting, no doubt, a
musical revelation. Perhaps, the fans hope, they
are on to somethingbig here: the “next Smiths,”
or the “next R.E.M.”
Well, I hate to burst that alternative bubble,
but a band that ends up on the Billboard charts
with its first single and first album is not new
and not unique. The fact that the album has such
widespread appeal is an obvious clue that it’s
not “different.”
Granted, the album is not bad, but it will
certainly disappoint those who long for
innovation in their music. “Hey Jealousy” is
upbeat and energetic -- hence, its “Buzz” label.
Then again, so is every other song on the album.
You may be thrown for a loop by the first
song on the album. Is it “Hey Jealousy?” No, but
it sounds exactly like it! But after “Hey Jealousy,”
has the band recorded the song a second time?
Nope -- it’s yet another clone. The Gin Blossoms
must learn that there can be too much of a good
thing. The song is pretty good, but give it a rest
already, okay?
The one song that stands out on the album
does so in an unfortunate “country music” sort
of way. “Cheatin”’ is so reminiscent of this
mysteriously popular genre, you’ll be longing
for anything -- even pseudo-alternative -- as a
replacement.
The Gin Blossoms are not necessarily a bad
band. They have simply been mislabeled, and
unfairly so. Simply put, New Miserable
Experience is just another rock album, not the
breakthrough musical revelation that MTV
would have us believe.
ON’T

H

WHEELS,
THE
latest release from
80s pop icon John
Mellencamp, is an
entertaining and illuminating
collection, displaying an
unusually diverse range of
songs. Long rid of his
“Cougar” moniker, Mellencamp also makes strides
toward freeing himself from
his Heartland rock past with
this album.
Despite occasional filler
songs, Human Wheels is
overall a fine example of solid
songwriting. (Mellencamp
himself entirely penned all but
two of the album’s tracks.)
Tackling some pretty hefty
topics, Mellencamp comes up
with a remarkably listenable
pop album despite its serious
edge.
Accompanying
Mellencamp are longtime
collaborators Kenny Aronoff
(drums) and Mike Wanchic
(guitars), as well as David
Grissom (guitars),Toby Myers
(bass), and a host of others
contributing
violins,
harmonicas, mandolins, and
other assorted enhancements.
With the drums and bass
sounding prominently in the
mix, the music’s heavy feel
nicely complements the songs’
topics.
The best example of this,
“Human Wheels” finds
Mellencamp pondering his,
and our, rather insignificant
place in the vastness of being
-fairly mind-boggling stuff.
Singing through an eerie filter
effect at times, the distant feel
of Mellencamp’s vocals
amidst the darkly upbeat,
swirling music effectively
conveys the “single print of
time” he stands upon and the
MAN

imposing grandeur of “the
sweeping curve of life” he
helplessly faces “with humanhindered eyes.”
On a more intimate scale,
“When Jesus Left Birmingham”
examines a similarly grand theme.
Dealing with reliance on the self
rather than religion, the song
claims that “When Jesus left
Birmingham, / He left it there for
you and me.” (Incidentally, the
song’s fade-out chorus pays a
revamped homage to that of
1982’s “Jack & Diane” -“Solet
it rock, let it roll, / Let the bible
belt come and save my soul.”)
Musically, “When...” gives a
sassy, modern twist to religious
skepticism with its funky,
acoustic-tinged groove and tidbits
of faux gospel. The song also
demonstrates the kind of rich
musical
textures
and
arrangements often found on
Human Wheels.
Another example is “Sweet
Evening Breeze,” in which a soft,
finger-picked acoustic intro-

duction segues into amusically
climactic, if lyrically trite,
chorus. The tender feel of the
verse’s music fits well with
Mellencamp’s reminiscences
of an adolescent love affair.
Meanwhile, in “Suzanne and
the Jewels,” the dark, energetic
music contrasts interestingly
with the whimsical, crownadornedcharacterof the song’s
title.
Vocally, Mellencamp’s
raspy whisper is in fine form
and feels very much at home.
Sounding relaxed, and even
subdued at times, Mellencamp
also comes across as an astute,
capable commentator on the
world he observes.
Several songs essentially
take the form of character
studies as they tell their stories.
In “Case 795 (The Family),”
Mellencamp gives us a picture
of domestic violence through
the eyes of the perpetrator.
see MELLENCAMP, page III
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WEEKENDER
‘The War Room‘: An insider‘s view of

t h e political image-making machine
by STEPHEN ARBUTHNOT
Daily Editorial Board

F

OR POLITICAL DIEHARDS

everywhere who long for
the passion of the 1992
Presidentialcampaign,DA
Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus have
just what the doctor ordered. The
WarRoom rivetingly chronicles the
workings of candidate Bill Clinton’s
campaign for President from the
eve of the New Hampshire primary,
through the convention, and
culminating with a surprisingly
dramatic Election Day.
The stars and protagonists of The
War Room are two of Clinton’s
closest political allies and strategists:
James “Ragin’ Cajun” Carville and
George “Georgie” S tephanopoulos.
While candidate Clinton is first
shown in the opening scenes in
skimpy running shorts trying to gain
support over the phone, the camera’s
access to the future President is
evidently hampered as he surges
into the Democratic frontrunner
position.
Instead, The War Room focuses
on Clinton’s campaign staff,
particularly the small Little Rockbased group that serves as the eyes,
ears, and mouth of the national
campaign.
As Camille empowers a band of
New Hampshire campaign loyals
by imploring them not to back down
under the GenniferFlowers scandal,
the documentary’s underlying
message begins to take shape.
Camille and Stephanopoulosintend
to redefine the modern Presidential
campaign, much the way Clinton is
repeatedly touted as redefining the
Democratic Presidential candidate.
While Pennebaker and Hegedus
manage to add suspense and drama
to what is a foregone conclusion, it
is unclear to what extent The War
Room is a product of the imagemaking it strives to document.
Scenes early on show Carville
speaking for the benefit of the
camera, making more eye-contact
with the audience than the person he
is supposedly having aconversation
with.
Yet as the film progresses, the
camera s e e m to have a diminished

presence, allowing the spontaneous
exchanges that give The WarRoom
its real strength to shine through.
One such scene shows master
spin doctor Carville wrangling on
the telephone with The Washington
Post, alleging that the print media
was smearing his candidate over the
seemingly insignificant draft issue,
while they failed to ever mention
President Bush’s economic record
or question his relation to the IranContra affair. In another scene,
Stephanopoulos holds off a potential
blackmailer who alleges to have had
adulterous relations with the
candidate.
The Little Rock staff‘s honoring
of Camille’s role in the campaign
on election eve proves to be The
War Room’s most emotional and
authentic scene, as a tearful Camille
reveals his inner motivation for
working on the campaign.
As a documentary, The War
Room exhibits a characteristic
roughness -- the camera doesn’t
always smoothly follow a scene’s
action and the camera’s focus is
often out of sync with its subject.
Yet, such aspects serve to heighten
the sense of unedited footage that
gives a documentary its credibility.
One such examplehas the camera
chasing after Stephanopoulos as he
runs though corridorsand doorways,
out to the auditorium to spin to the
national press following one of the
nationally televised debates.

Independent theaters
THEATERS

continued from page I

other theaters, according to Burke.
Why independent theaters?
Without affiliation to large
companies like Loews or General
Cinemas, independent theaters are
free to show a range of films that is
impossible in larger venues.
Dimmick states, “The advantages
[of independent theaters] are clear
for the community. We provide a
rare opportunity for Massachusetts
filmmakers to show their work on a
big-screen venue.”
Besides championing lesserknown,
non-Holl ywoodblockbuster releases, theater

workers agree that independent
theaters provide amore entertaining
forum for older films than a
television does. Sumrall comments,
“Especially with better movies,
there’s a lot going on that you could
m i s s on a TV screen.” Likewise,
pointing to Coolidge Corner’s
current “big screen” festival,
Dimmickexplainedthat a television
only “chops up” many movies that
were originally planned for a big
screen.
Finally, as Dimmickcommented,
most big cinemaplexes show “the
same 15 or so movies.” After all, a
Loews is a Loews is a Loews, isn’t
it?

The War Room’s major
shortcoming is its portrayal of the
antagonists, George Bush and his
campaign staff,including campaign
manager Mary Matalin, who was
wed to Carville last weekend. While
the film understandably portrays the
Presidential campaign from the
perspective of the Little Rock war
room staff looking out, every shot
of Bush or his campaign aides
involves either a political gaffe or a
hideously unsympathetic view of
his political message. Perot’s impact
on the campaign, meanwhile, is
relegated to his dropping in anqout
of the race.
Much as Theodore White’s
venerable The Making of the
President series captured the
excitement of the whole Presidential
election process, The War Room
revives all the nostalgia of the 1992
campaign and gives a fascinating
perspective on an event that
dominated the country for a year.
While the standard dosage of
national newspapers and network
news programs, as well as C-SPAN
coverage of political events, gives
one view of the campaign -- the
result of the image-making machine
-- this documentary gives a behindthe-scenes look at the underlying
factors that gave rise to what was

produced for national consumption.
For example, the film spends a
few minutes in a high-level war
room meeting duringthe Democratic
National Convention. The issue,
while seemingly insignificant to the
layman -- should delegates’ signs
and placards be uniform and printed,
or should they be handwritten and
individual -- is just a part of the
grander image-building strategy.
Similarly, the camera captures a
jubilant Stephanopoulos chatting
with the President-elect on a portable
phone while wandering the streets
of Little Rock during the election
night
victory celebration.
Stephanopoulos subtly suggests to
Clinton that he mention “the young
people” in his victory speech, and
he effectively choreographs the
victory party movements of the
Clinton and Gore families -- still
spinning, even when hisjob is done.
After floating off the national
intensity generated by and
surrounding the Presidential
election, The War Room offers a
view that is surprisingly far from
anticlimactic. While a documentary
about a passe political event may
seem mundane, Pennebaker and
Hegedus have managed to compile
memorable documentary that
shouldn’t be missed.

.+
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Impressive songwriting on new album
MELLONCAMP
continued from page I1
Mellencamp sings: “Tony Jones
stabbed Alice Jones / On their first
anniversary /Down inDallas, Texas
/In a small apartment / With nobody
present. /Hepulledout aknife/And
he stuck it to her.”
The simplistic style of
Mellencamp’s narration paints a
graphically moving portrait of the
scene and its aftermath,as he follows
the man through his trial. An odd
commentary on the state of the
American family, the song chillingly
tells us, “Everything’s all right with
the family. / Everything is safe here
at home.”
In “Junior,” Mellencamp’s roleplaying addresses issues concerning
today’s youths, as he sings from the
point of view of a young boy,

commenting: “I see the world
through the TV guide, /What a safe
place for me to run.”
Mellencamp’s song-writing on
Human Wheels runs a k i d e g&ut.
In the humorous fashion
commentary of “French Shoes,” for
example, he tells of an otherwise
nice guy who’s unaware that he’s
wearing women’s shoes. Yet, in “To
‘lhe River,” the next track, he
abruptly changes gears. By
uprooting
the
traditional
connotations of a river as a strong
support, he revels in the danger and
unpredictability of the river as an
emblem of the wildly intoxicating
chaos of life.
All in all, Human Wheels is an
impressively thoughtful and multilayered effort for an entertaining
pop album.

.
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Decosta and Lisa King upstairs.
472 Mass. Ave., Central Sq. 4970576.

THE RAT

Concerts
MIDDLE
EAST
A 19+ show with The
Dambuilders, Scarce & Special
Guests downstairs,and a funk fest
with Groovasaurus, Plan Be,
Jiggle the Handle, and The Gift
upstairs. 472 Mass. Ave., Central
Sq. 497-0576.

PARADISE
The Connells breeze into town
for a show with Queen Sarah and
Saturday. 967 Comm. Ave., 3512526 for information and tickets.

JOHNNY

D’s

From Israel, musician David
Broza. 17 Holland St., Davis Sq.
776-2004.

THETAM

7

The Hi-Hats do their thing.
1648BeaconSt.,Brookline.2770982.

T.T. THE BEAR’S

THEWESTERN
FRONT Womanreturns to Boston for a six

And a good time will be had by
all when local favorites BimSkala
Bim play with Maelstromand The
Scavengers. 10 Brookline St. in
Cambridge, 492-BEAR.

Some more nice music with
the I-Tones. 343 Western Ave. in
Cambridge. 492-7772.

THETAM
Straight outta Tufts (#292
who?), Thumper strut their funky
bad selves with The Allstonians.
1648 Beacon St. in Brookline.
277-0982.

THECAUSEWAY
Big Hat, Opium Den, Curious
Ritual, and Missile Thrush provide some good, wholesome entertainment.65 CausewaySt.,4997996.

T.T. THE BEAR’S

Cool reggae with the I-Tones.
343 Western Ave., 492-7772.

The Keep, Facts About Rats
(like what? I’d like to know), This
Is Not Here, and The Accidents.
65 Causeway St., 499-7996.

Laurie Sargent, the Boston
Phoenix Female Vocalist of the
Year, plays with Dennis Brennan.
Davis Sq. Call 776-2004 for info.

HOUSE
OF BLUES
Jonny Adams with Mike Duke
& the Soul Twisters promise to

Utopian Police Force, Jamie
Shaler, and Erika Kane. 528
Comm. Ave, 536-2750.

Featuring former members of
Nirvana and Pearl Jam (which
ones?, I’d like to know),
Mindfunk, with Stick, Naked
Age, and Cactusland. 65 Causeway St., 499-7996.

THERAT
Kustomized, The Pods, Lava
Beat and Cruller in a 19+, $7
show. 528 Comm. Ave., 5362750.

JOHNNY D’s
Cajunwestern swing with
Hackberry Ramblers. Davis Sq.
Call 776-2004 for info.

Red-hot,butt-smokin’,bad-ass
blues with Ronnie Earl. Harvard
Sq., 491-BLUE.

Concerts

AXIS
In a break from the pounding
house beats, Tripping Daisy play
a pre-dancing show. 13
LandsdowneStreet, call 262-2437
for details.

Concerts

ORPHEUM
THEATRE
Light rock pianist Bruce
Hornsby and his band breeze into
townfora7:30p.m., $22.50 show.
Call 931-2000 for tickets.

PARADISE
Atmospheric alternative rockers Ocean Blue play a 7 p.m.
show with Suddenly Tammy. 967
Comm. Ave., 351-2526 for tickets and info.

Theatre

COLONIAL
THEATER
The Who’s Tommy brings to
Boston the national-touringproduction of the story of a deaf,
dumb, and blind kid who sure
plays a mean pinball. Runs
through Dec. 26. 106 Boylston
St., 931-2787.

,

a 7:30 p.m., 21+ show for the
evening. 539TremontStreeCBOS-‘
ton. Call 426-5000 for more info
or 931-2000 fqr tickets.
~

-

THEMIDDLE
EAST

,

Didjits, Pegboy, Crazy Alice,
and Blau Zur downstairs, with
Bulkhead, Shiva Speedway,
Quiver, Cahdy Perez, and a spoken word performance by Tess

491-BLUE.

T.T. THE BEAR’S

‘

The Fighting Cocks, with
Sexploitatioft,Love Pollution,and
Rick Barton. (One of these things
is not like the others ...) 10
Brookline St. in Cambridge, 492BEAR.’

T h MIDDLE
EAST
Haitian music with Zairois

hibit, Rubens, Bellange,
Rembrandt: European Graphic
Art 1580-1660 showcases these
artists’ works, and others from the
period, through Feb. 6, 1994.
Call 267-9300 for details on
all exhibits.

ICA
“Commodity Image,” a collection of photographs by Ansel
Adams, Steven Meisel, Louise
Lawler, Richard Prince, Sebastino
Selgado, Jim Stone, and Barbara
Norfleet, runs through Jan. 2.
HynesdCA stopon the Green Line.
266-5152.

CHARLES
PLAYHOUSE
Shear Madness, the longestrunningplay inBoston,is a scream.
This murder-mystery uses its audience as sleuths and participants
--always areliable treat. Call 4265225 for info.

THEATER
LOBBY
The popular musical-comedy
Nunsense has been running for
years in Boston, and has now found
a home in this charming North
End Theater. Call 227-9872 for
info.

The Broadway hit Forever
Plaidis inBostonforanindefinite
(and, as far as we can see, infinite)
run at the Park Plaza. Call 3578384 for info.

Museums

ARTINSTITUTE
OF
BOSTON

Works by photographer Duane
Michals, known for his innovative black-and-white studies, are
being shown at the Art Institute,
Beacon St., until Jan. 20. Call
AMERICAN
REPERTORY700
262-1223 for info.

THEBOSTONMUSEUM
OF SCIENCE
In the Mugar Omni Theater:
Beavers gives you the opportunity to take an inside peek at the
lives of these fun, furry creatures.
Tickets $7.
Laser shows at the Planeterium
include “Lollapalaser” and tribute shows to the music of
Aerosmith, LedZeppelin and Pink
Floyd. Tickets are $6.
Call 723-2500 for info.

JILLIAN’S
The Golf Club, Boston’sfirstever 18-holeindoorminiaturegolf
course at Jillian’s in Kenmore
Square. Don’t worry, beer and
wine are served to loosen your
“schwing.”Cost is $6perround of
golf. Located at 3 Landsdowne
St., in the goth rock district. Call
262-0300 for info.

Films
BRATTLE
THEATER

Thursday features “New British Cinema” selections Edward ZZ
The acclaimed theatre group ISABELLA
STEWART
and Prospero’s Books; Friday and
presents Shakespeare’sHenry ZV
Saturday,
the acclaimed Visions
GARDNER
MUSEUM
Part I and ZZ separately or in
This charmingmuseum houses of Light examines cinematograseveral weekend double-features
at theLoebDramaCenter through perhaps the best small collection phy through over 125 film clips,
Jan. 2.64 Brattle St., Cambridge. of art in Boston. Open Tues. - and Harrison Ford hunts down
Sun., 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.; call 566 killer androids in the director’s
547-8300 for info.
1401 for more information.2 Pal- cut of Ridley Scott’s 1982 sci-fi
ace
Road (across from the MFA). classic Blade Runner. Call 876HASTY
PUDDING
6837 formore info and showtimes
THEATER
MUSEUM
OF FINE
ARTS for this busy weekend.
ActressClaire Bloom presents
Duccio to Delacroix: MasterShakespeare’s Women in Love, a
HARVARD
SQ.
pieces of European Paintingfrom LOEWS
one-woman show portraying
The Piano; The Joy Luck Club;
the Collection at the Museum of
some of the bard’s most wellFine Arts, Boston includes works Remains of the Day: The Nightknown female characters. Runs
from Rembrandt,Poussin, Millet, mare Before Christmas: Age of
Dec. 2-4.12HolyokeSt.,Harvard
Turner, and others. Runs through Innocence; The Rocky Horror
Sq. 496-8400.
Picture Show. At the Janus: Short
Jan. 2.
African and Oceanic Sculp- Cuts. For showtimes, call 864CHARLES
ture: Treasures from a Private 4580; all shows start Fridav.
Collection showcases 20th-cenPLAYHOUSE
tury
masks and sculpture from FRESH
POND
You’re A Good Man, Charlie
Africa,
New
Guinea,
Melanesia,
Mrs.
Doubtfire:
A Perfect
Brown, a musical adaptation of
and
Polynesia.
Runs
through
July
World;
Carlito’s
Way;
The Three
Charles Schulz’s Peanuts, runs
3,
1994.
Musketeers;
Addams
Family
Valthrough Jan. 2. 76 Warrenton
Through Jan. 2, The,& of ues; We’re Back; The Age of InStreet, Boston. 426-6912.
Rliaens exhibit wi%ldisjdaymere nocence; The Nutcracker; My
Qan 125 works by painter Peter Life. For showtimes, call 661Paul Rubens and over &.other 2900; all shows start Friday.
NEWREP
- don’t miss this historic
artists
Holiday Memories plays until
A complementary exexibition.
Dec. 12 for your seasonal plea-

OF BLUES
BOSTONCENTERFOR HOUSE
Blues with...and don’t call me
THE ARTS
Shirley Jones. Harvard Square, THE
Rocker Todd Rundgren plays
/

week run. A cabaret-style play
based on real-life stories, it reopens at the Arlington Center for
the Arts, 41 Foster St., and runs
through Dec. ll.,Tickets are $15;
call 643-6916.

BOSTONPARK
PLAZA

THEATRE

HOUSE
OF BLUES

-7

THECAUSEWAY

JOHNNY D’s

twist your blues ear. Harvard Sq.,
49 1-BLUE.

THERAT

UNDERGROUND
RAILWAY
THEATER
Washed- U p Middle-Aged

WESTERN
FRONT

THECAUSEWAY

THETAM

sure. Based on stories by Truman
Capote, the show is a celebration
extradonaire of the holiday season. To get in the spirit (just a little
early), call 332- 1646.54 Lincoln
St.

Fleshflower, Sugar Bitch,
Plush, Blue Grass Mutant, and
Punk Rock Hoedown in a 19+, $7
show. 528 Comm.Ave., 536-2750.

All the way from Maine (let’s
give ‘em credit, folks), Mercy,
with American Gladiators and
Darien Brahms. 1648 Beacon St.,
Brookline, 277-0982.

Fun with Groove Child,
Amongus and Space Humpin’
$19.99.10 Brookline St. in Cambridge, 492-BEAR.

Soukous downstah, while Jad
Fair, Gearhead, Dog, and Grace
Budd play upstairs. 472 Mass.
Ave. 497-0576.
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Palestinian militants kill Israeli
teacher in recent drive-by attack
Authorities believe that two groups could be responsible
EL BIREH, Occupied West Bank
(AP) -- In the latest assault on
Mideast peace plans, Palestinian
gunmen killed an Israeli kindergarten teacher and wounded three
Jewish settlersWednesday as they
stood by their disabled car.
Twogroupsof Palestinianradicals opposed to the Israel-PLO
autonomy accord claimedresponsibility for the drive-by shooting
on the West Bank, and settlers
swore to do everything they could
to block the turnover of authority.
The drive-by attack took place
after the bloodiest day in the territories since the September 13
agreement was signed. Unrest in
the occupied lands has escalated
with the approach of a December
13 deadline, set down in the accord, to start the turnover of control to Palestinians.
Shalva Osana, 24, a teacher at
the nearby Beit El settlement,was
killed Wednesday and Yitzhak
Weinstock, 19, a Jewish seminary
student, was critically wounded as
they stood outsidetheir rented Fiat
Uno. Two other passengers were
slightly hurt in the attack at the
entrance to El Bireh, seven miles
north of Jerusalem.
The car, which had a problem
with its exhaust system, was still
up on its jack after the attack.
There was a pool of blood behind
the car and the victims’ bloodsoaked clothing was piled nearby.
Bandages were strewn about on
the ground.
There were two claims of responsibility.The Muslim militant
groupHamas proclaimed on loud-
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speakers in Gaza City that the attack was in retaliation for the November 24 killing of Imad Aqal,
head of the group’s military wing.
The other was from the Democratic Front, a radical PLO faction
that said in Damascusit was avenging the killing of Palestinians by
Jewish settlers.
Both groups oppose the peace
pact, whichdoes not guarantee the
eventual establishmentof a Palestinian state.
Settlers vowed reprisals, and
some threatened to fire on Palestinian police who are to start patrolling the Gaza Strip and Jericho
on the West Bank after Israeli
troops withdraw.
“The Arabs have reason to
worry because they give full backing to the murderers,”settler leader
Pinchas Wallerstein said after a
raucous meeting where settlers,
some banging fists on tables, argued over how to respond to
Wednesday’s killing.
“The Arabs want to kill us, and
the Israeli government is giving
them weapons,” Wallerstein said.
AharonDomb,asettler spokesman, swore to shoot any Palestinian police officer that he encounters after self-rule is established.
“Any Arab policeman with a
gun is a potential terrorist, and we
will open fire on him,” he said.
The escalating violence, combined with uncertainty about the
future, is steadily eroding public
support for the peace agreement
on both sides.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,
speaking in Brussels, acknowl-

edged that every attack on Israelis
is “a blow to the faith of many in
Israel that it’s possible to come tc
peace.”
Deputy Defense Ministei
Mordechai Gur said the escalation
was expected. “ASwegrow close]
to the deciding date, acts againsi
the agreement are liable to in.
crease,” he told Israel army radio
The army sent reinforcement!
to the occupied lands.
Settlers accused Rabin of sac.
rificing them for peace with thc
Palestinians.
“Rabin has made the lives of ..
Jews expendable to continue hi!
romance with (PLO chief Yasser
Arafat,”said Yehielkiter, spokes
man for the Settlers’ Council. “I
is our intention to open the eyes o
the public so this is stopped.”
Settlers said they wonld block
roads throughout the West Bank
and Gaza in protest on Thursday.
The Settlers’ Council also urged
Israeli soldiers and policemen to
refuse orders involvingtroop withdrawal and the creation of the Palestinian police force.
k i t e r said the shooting gave a
new push to plans to erect 13C
makeshift settlements in a symbolic gesture of expansion called
“This Is My Land.”
The campaign apparently ir
intended to provoke the govern.
ment into confronting settlers anc
dragging them off the land, a situation they believe will win sympa.
thy from the Israeli public.

Thank you for choosing
to help brighten futures.

ream loses two without Beach
3OOPS

:ontinuedfrom page 7
Zrabbing six rebounds. Liz
Kehrberger struck for 20 while
lulling down ten boards. Center
Laurel Riechmanndid her part off
he glass grabbing a game-high 14
-ebounds.
While the team reboundingwas
strong,the shooting was wretched.
Riechmann and Kristen Barkman
shot a combined eight for 30 from
the floor as the team shot just 39
percent for the game.
While the defense did an adequate job, the women could not
stopRochester’sTracey Buettgens
who pumped in 29 points, the
majorityof those fromthebaseline,
and grabbed 11 rebounds.
Although the game might have
been painful to watch for Jumbo
fans, no one felt the hurt more than
the injured Jodi Beach. Beach tore
ligaments in her left knee on Nov.
21 and has been unable to play
since the injury.
“I pretty much hate it,” the junior forward said. “If you asked any
athlete they would probably give
you the same response. It was really difficult for me because I had
never missed any games before. I
could see a lot morefromthe bench
than I could when I’m caught up in
the intensity of the game. I could
see what was happening and I
wanted to get in there to help my
teammates.”
The team clearly struggled
without her, but Beach is expected
back for the upcoming game at
Colby on Dec. 3.
In the Sunday game against
UCal-San Diego, the women were
bit by the turnover bug and it
proved to be contagious.The Lady
Jumbos turned h e ball over 27
times while shooting just 40 percent from the floor. The women
came out slow and it showed as
they trailed 49-27 at the break.
Poor foul shooting did not help
either as the women shot just 50
percent (10-20) from the charity
stripe. Although the team fell behind early, they proved their tenacity with a “never-say-die”attitude.
“They came out very, very hot,”

Coach Leydon said, “and we got
behind a lot early. The part that I
would like to focus on is that even
though we were down big time at
half time, I was real happy the kids
climbed back into it. With about
nine minutes to go we had [the
UCal lead] down to nine and we
had them in serious foul trouble. I
think that speaks volumes about
the type of kids we have on this
basketball team.”
Strobe1led the team again with
a game-high 18 points while
Riechmanntore down a game-high
14 rebounds. Barkman scored 11
andMichellePedersonshowedher
longrange shootingability,hitting
three of five shots from three point
land. The difference in this game
was the sheer depth of the UCal
team, who had 12 players break
into the scoring column while five
scored eight points or more.
Although the Lady Jumbos
came back from this road trip 0-2,
coach Leydon is not at all concerned.
“Regarding an early season
loss,” said the coach, “it exposes
things that you have to work on
againststrongcompetition.I would
have preferred to win both games,
but I think in the long run it will
help us play better against tougher
teams.
‘Wewentdeeper into our bench
and had people play a lot of minutes that wouldn’t have been there
if Jodi [Beach] was 100 percent.
Those people for the most part
came through, gained experience,
and showed some faith in their
teammates. Nobody can say we
weren’t competitive.”
“We never expected to come
back with two losses, but we definitely learned a lot. We realized
that we really have to stick together as a team and that is what is
going to help us win,” Beach said.
The season is young and the
players are getting used to a new
coach, new offenses, and a new
trapping defense. They will stick
together as a team and when the
team finally gels, the wins will
come in droves.
Remember, you read it here
first.

-
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E uestrian team works hard

1

HO SE

continued from page 7

T h a n k s to your generosity during the 1392campaign, your local United Way and its family of more
than 200 agencies are continuing to provide many vital services to our comniunih including:
affordable, quality day care for low-income parents
programs to prevent domestic violence

food and shelter for the homeless
home health care for the elderly

On behalf of the more than 1.7 million local people being helped annually, thank you for supporting
the Gnited Way of Massachusetts Bay.

u
f==dm
of Massachusetts Bay
2 Liberty Square, Boston. MA 02109

(617) 482-8370

including the tournament trophy
and individual honors.
Additionally, students have an
opportunityto receiveexposurein
such media publications as
Chronicle of the Horse, and The
Quarter Horse ~ournal.
Sophomore Rebecca Rufo a--Y
gerlyawaitsSawday’sarrival with
a mixture of excitement and anxiety. One of only two returning
equestrianstothe competition,she
and Arnold represented Tufts in
lastyear’scompetition.This weekend, = a level Seven rider, Rufo
will guide her horse in a series of
jumps.
“Overall, we did really well
last year. We’re hoping that we’ll
do just as well or even better,”
Rufo said. In addition to Rufo and
h o l d , this year’s participantsare

are left unpaid by the university,
the students are responsible for
the $240semesterridingfee.However, much to the team’s delight,
this season witnessed economic
assistance for the first time. The
school now pays the team’s show
fees. Nevertheless,the strugglefor
financial aid “remains a constant
battle,” Arnold said.
At present, though, the team’s
attention is focused elsewhere, as
Seven mmbers SeriOUSlY Prepare
forthis weekend. In addition to the
season’s regularly scheduled
shows, the prestigious Holiday
Tournament of Champions has
extended an invitation to Tufts.
A collegiate horse show in
Hackettstown, New Jersey, the
event will include 20 equestrian Jen Gee, Jason Hutti Adam
teamsfrom 16regions. Riders will Liebeman, Shelia McDonough,
compete for a variety of awards, and hill^ Sencer-

Zipideedoodah
Zipideeay
My oh my,
How I liked the Oa/y today.
Sing it, baby!
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The Tufts University Fall Dance Concert

Dowritogo up

$ 1

and Sarabande.

X I

i

ure s6.oogencrd admission,
lable ut the B a h Arena Box OBc.
u may charge reservutiotlcLy calling

HEY!

1NTERESTED IN ARCHITECTURE

*GUEST SPEAKER*

GARY WOLF, AIA
Principal of Gary Wolf Architects
Winner of 3 Builder's Choice Awards

FIND OUT ABOUT HIS RECENT WORKS
AT THE NEXT MEETING OF THE

TUFTS ARCHITECTURAL S'OCIETY
,/;,,/./.

Jornn/4r/
&emdec
.

4

WAN24 CELEBRATION
Tho Commons ai Campus Contor. 7:30pm
Ruopflon following at Coprn H o u w

All Dlnlng Halla

FIRST LlCHT OF CHANUKAH
CandollghHng In thr Dorms.
9L#.8&$-3

UlRl!jTMAS CONCERT AND TREE

*.r,,,Xlm

19

ADVENT -SONS AND CAROlS AT
PROTESTAM WORSHIP SERVICE
Goddard Chapd. 7Wpm

cHANUI(AH BASH
Cutllr Holl. 7Wpm

AN ADVENT AND C H R l W
CELEBRATION AT CATHOUC U S

THURSDAY DECEMBER 2ND
*6:00 PM*

Goddord Chapol. 1OWpm
m<-dqq, &em&

16'

CHRISTMAS DINNER
AU Dlnlng Halls
Evonh eo-sponaod by
tho OMso d thr Unkoruty Chaplaln.
AMcan Amorkan Contor. CoMolk Contor.
Doan of Sludonts O(tico Dlnl kwleos
Protostant MWWCU t;naco%
HIM:
Pmgrammlng Board.

IN THE ART HISTORY DEPARTMENT LOUNGE
11 TALBOT AVE.
EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Administration favors reform
GORE

continued from page 1

United States’ relationships with
its neighborsin the Western Hemisphere.
He sought to soothe any lingering ill will from the sometimes
harsh debate over NAFTA, which
included sharp criticism of Mexican labor, environmental and economic standards.
“I say to opponents of the trade
agreement in both countries ...this
is the time to heal,” Gore declared.
The vice president, who has
taken a more prominent role in
foreign affairs recently, said the
Clinton administration was embarking on a new policy toward its
hemispheric neighbors that is
rooted in the “Good Neighbor”
approach of President Franklin
Roosevelt and the “Alliance for
Progress” advocated by President
Kennedy.
“For too long we have created
barriers between our countries,”
he said.
NAFTA, he said, reflects
Clinton’s belief that the nations
should be “sovereignequals.” That
approach, he added, works ‘not
just in trade, but “provides the
great alternativeto competition in

forms that lead to international
divisiveness and even to war.”
The meeting of Gore and Salinas included some discussion
about extending NAFTA’s reach
to more of Latin America, but the
larger focus was on smoothly
implementing the existing agreement, the official said.
Once NAFTA becomes “a living operation,” other nations will
be better able to judge whether
they want to join it, the official
said.
The official said Gore’s speech
and the Clinton administration’s
efforts to reach out to Latin
America were part of a move to
supportdemocraticreforms in the
region.
“What this gives us is the opportunity, if we move fast and intelligently, to make that permanent,” the official said.
The official acknowledged the
limitations on democracy in
Mexico, but said the United States
wanted to focus on the progress it
has made rather than the remaining “warts.”
“The Mexicans know what
they’vedone-- and whatthey have
to do,” he said.

The name o f this font is
“JanBrady.”
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NATO continues to spend, looks
to program expansion in Europe
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) -When the Cold War ended, some
assumed NATO would fade into
obscurity and the millions of dollars spent to support it would be
freed up in a “peace dividend.”
Wrong.
In fact, spending has gone up,
albeit only slightly.
And in a remarkable example
of bureaucratic ingenuity, the 16nation North Atlantic Treaty Organization has scrambled to find
new work-- and extend its lease on
life -- by developing ties with its
former adversariesin Eastern Europe.
So, while some military operations have been scaled back and
jobs in weapons divisionsand other
Cold War issues trimmed, NATO
has added posts for East European
outreach programs.
“NATO has a fairly desperate
problem of ensuring its own relevance in the world,” said Owen
Harries, editor of The National
Interest, a foreign policy magazine in Washington.
Peace, for some, appears hard
to swallow. Once an archenemy is
vanquished -- in this case, the
Warsaw Pact -- where do you go
from there?
Officials at NATO headquarters on the outskirts of Brussels
are reluctant to say whether the
alliance has reduced staff in recent
years -- or even disclosehow many
employees still work there. A request for interviews with personnel officials was denied.
The rejection reflects nervous-

ness ahead of this month’s meetings of foreign and defense ministers and a January summit where
President Clinton and other leaders are expected to make longterm decisions about NATO.
In 1990, the end of the Cold
War, NATO had 1,250 civilian
employees at its headquarters.
Sources, demanding anonymity,
say NATO has cut 5 percent to 7
percent of its staff since then, but
they did not know how many
people were still employed.
Spending, though, has not declined.
The 1994 budget is projected
at 4.9 billion Belgian francs, or the
equivalent of $136 million, up
about 1 percent from 1990, according to the sources.
The extra money is mostly going for the new East European
projects, they said. In 1991, the
alliance set up the North Atlantic
Cooperation Council as a forum
for exchanging views with nearly
two-dozen nations in Eastern Europe.
The allies also have given
NATO a new peacekeeping task,
agreeing their forces and equipment could be used to play such a
role in conflicts outside NATO
territory, such as Bosnia.
Earlier this year, NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner
told employeesjobs would be cut
in the next few years as part of a
reorganization plap.
“No one will be shown the
door,” hesaid, p r o e i n gjob training for those affected.

I
I
FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE
-

DOWN THE TUBES.

Adding to NATO’s unease,
Woerner, a strong promoter of the
alliance, is in poor health. Still, he
has no plans to step down before
his term ends in June 1996.
The sources said the defense
support division, which handles
weapons research, development
and production,lost up to 15 positions out of roughly 80. The infrastructure,logistics and civil emergency planning unit and the security offices also lost jobs.
In addition to the headquarters
staff, several thousand diplomats
and others are assigned to the 16
member delegations. The United
States mission, the largest with
about 90 employees, has not undergone cutbacks.
Most cuts have been carried
out through attrition and a voluntary resignation program. The
alliance’smilitaryarm,though,has
been hit the hardest.
NATO’s European military
command, based in Casteau, Belgium, intends to pare 540 positions in 1994 -- more than onesixth of its staff, spokesmen said.
About 4,700 jobs -- from a total
of 15,235 in 1990 -- will be cut
next year fromregionaloperations
in Norway, Germany, the Netherlands and the Mediterranean nations of Greece, Italy, Portugal,
Spain and Turkey.
The command cuts reflect reductions in the members’ defense
programs.

So what are You doing next semester? Why not try L&IP@M’, the most
thankless but physically and emotionally satisfiing job at the Tufts Daily.
Just ask Stephanie and Leish - Call
627-3O9O.

TEELE SQUARE PUB
Thursday Night in The Cave
A-1 AIRPORT T A X I SERVICE
e

391-3600

Dance to’themusic of DJ Al

BEST AIRPORT RATES AND SERYICE
Cs2.50 DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD1

(9:OOpm ’til 1:OOam)

1Ooh DISCOUNT TO ALL TUFTS
STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Why drive to Harvard Sq.??
Walk to the Teele Square Pub!!

PRIVATE SERVICE [NO OTHER STOPS1
WE ALSO PICKUP A T LOGAN
TAKE 5 TRIPS TO OR FROM LOGAN AIRPORT AND GET FREE PIZZA
DELIVERED TO YOUR DORM*

--

N o Cover Charge3

Doors open at 9:OOpm

ALSO PACKAGE DELIVERIES
“WHERE YOU F A R E THE B E S T ”

You must have a Tufts ID
along with a driver’s license to enter.

-
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A.mtrak collision injures citizens
INTERCESSIONCITY,Fla. (AP)
--Railroad officials may not have
been warned about a truck blocking railroad tracks before an
Amtrak derailment injured 70
people, one official said Wednesday.
One day after Tuesday’s derailment near Kissimmee, another
Amtrak train struck a car in South
Carolina, killing two people.
Such car-train accidents happen almost daily in this country,
said Clifford Black, Amtrak’s director of public affairs. “Sadly it
takes a high-profile accident like
the Kissimmee accident to focus
on an ongoing problem with grade
crossing safety,” Black said.
In 1992,579 people in automobiles were killed and 1,975 seriously injured in 4,910 highwayrail grade crossing colljsions, he
said.
A utility official backed off his
claim that a railroad dispatcher
was warned before Tuesday’s derailment that a truck was stuck on
the tracks in front of an approach- Amtrak train.
ing

“I don’t know whether a call
was made or not,” said Chris Gent,
a spokesman for the Kissimmee
Utility Authority. “I have no way
of knowing who called or if anyone called.”
Gent had said soon after
Tuesday’s crash that a dispatcher
was warned well before a locomotive barreled around a bend and
slammed into the stalled truck,
which was carrying a new 150-ton
generator for the utility.
Both Amtrak and CSX Transportation, which owns the track
and controls its traffic, said they
received no such call.
A dozen National Transportation Safety Board investigators
arrived at the dusty crash site 20
miles southwest of Orlando.
“I’veasked our investigators ...
to document the human activities
here at the crossing for the 30
minutes leading up to the accident,” said NTSB member John
Hammerschmidt. “That is, identify the individualswho were here,
what they were doing, who said
what to whom and when.”

Gent, who witnessed the accident, originally said someonewith
the trucking company called the
dispatcher 15 minutes before the
collision. He said the dispatcher
apparently was confusedabout the
crossing location and gave erroneous information about when the
next train would pass.

Gent acknowledged Wednesday that his account was based on
hearsay. “It was just talk going
around,” he said. “All I know is I
didn’t make the call, and no one
from the utility made the call.”
Officials of Fort Lauderdale’s
Rountree Transport Company,
which was hauling the $12.6 million generator for the utility, did
not return a phone call for comment Wednesday.
The collision’s force pushed
the truck and generator about 100
yards and derailedfour of the eight
cars of Amtrak’s Silver Meteor,
traveling from Tampa to New York
with 111 people on board.
All but eight of the injured had
been released by Wednesday.

1 The Tufts Dailv
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Since we only come out five days a week, does that mean
we can’t really be a “daily?” But who would read it on
Saturdays. anyway? And do YOU think we’d work on Friday
nights to Put it out? Keep dreaming. We’ve eot lives to lead.
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Analysis findsfaults ir Arab and Muslim scholars speak defense of Rushdie’s new book
the ‘Big Bang’ theory- in(AP)
-

-- Onehundred promiwithlittle slowing due to gravity. PARIS
Frenk said the new analysif nent Arab and Muslim intellectudoes not suggestwhich alternative als are coming to the defense of
is more likely. He believes the Salman Rushdie, breaking their
problemlieswith thestandard idea silence on his death sentence for
about how the first element5 allegedly blaspheming Islam.
To the British novelist’s defo~~~~ed.
Scientists believe that hydro- light, they take their stand in a new
gen, deuterium,helium and lithium book, “Pour Rushdie” (For
were produced in the first few Rushdie). It is the most significant
public outcry by non-Western inminutes after the Big Bang.
TO make the standard descrip- tellectuals since Iran’s Ayatollah
tion of how that happened agree Ruhollah Khomeini condemned
with the new finding, Frenk said, Rushdie to death in 1989 for his
scientists would have to adopt ex- novel, “The Satanic Verses.”
The book offers essays by writotic ideas about how the universe
ers
and scholarsfrom 13Arab and
behaved a fraction of a second
Muslim countries, as well as from
after the Big Bang.
Debate over excess ordinary the United States and Britain.
“The purpose of this book is to
matter in the Coma cluster has
been “shaping up for years,” said show that oppression, religious
Craig Hogan, professor of physics fanaticism and apathy have not
and astronomyat the University of triumphed over our thirst for freedom, our expression of compasWashington in Seattle.
“Thispaperconsiderablysharp- sion and our intellectual revolt
ens the argument,” he said. “I ex- against terror,’’ the editors wrote
pect this to be kind of a touchstone in the book published in Paris by
Editions La Decouverte.
for debate.”
Rushdie, 46, who has spent the
It’s not yet clear what the excess implies about the universe, he past four years in hiding, thanked
the contributors in an open letter
said.
In aNaturecommentary,physi- to the daily Liberation.
“I have felt the saddest about
cist James Binney of Oxford University argued that it would be the relative silence of the writers
“rash” to abandon ideas about the and intellectuals of the Muslim
early universe on the basis of the and Arab world,” Rushdie wrote.
“So it is a great delight to find
new analysis.
TheargumentsfortheBigBang in this volume the most gifted, the
are stronger than the inhirently
shaky result of calculating what
fraction of ordinary matter to ex- BOSNIA
pect in a galaxy cluster, he said.
continued from page 3
Frenk, a physics professor at
(now
the University of Durham in En- Only
gland, did the work with British Of two repub1ics: Serbia and
colleagues and August Evrard of Montenegro) bears the
the University of Michigan in Ann tional punishment in the form Of
an embargo. Dr. Burg stated that
Arbor.
the IiftinGf an embario is the first
step that the
internationaldiplomatsshouldtake
to help end the war.
There was a lot of critique concerning the international diplomacy towards the war in Yugosla’
28 Main Street, Medford, MA
via. One of the claims is that the
recognition of the three republics
(Bosnia,Croatia,Slovenia)pushed
Inc. 1964
by Germany furthered the war
more than any other factor. Indeed, did you ever ask yourself
GiR certificates available
how, for example, Bosnia can be
Driver Education course or Private Lessons
recognized
as an independent
country when a majority of people

NEW YORK (AP) -- The standard theory of how the first chemical elements formed after the Big
Bang may be too simple.
Either that, or the universe is
going to keep on expanding forever without slowing appreciably
-- an idea that few scientists buy.
Those two ‘‘unpalatable’’alternatives are the best ways to explain theresult ofanewanalysis of
a nearby cluster of galaxies, researchers propose in Thursday’s
issue of the journal Nature.
“I’ve lost a lot of sleep over the
last few months worrying about
this problem,” said study co-author Carlos Frenk.
Using measurements by other
scientists, Frenk and colleagues
argue that the nearby “Coma”c1uster of galaxiescontainsa problematically high fraction of ordinary
matter -- made up of protons, neutrons and electrons -- in relation to
its total matter.
Under the standard theory of
how the first elements formed, the
universe should be no more than 5
percent ordinary matter, given the
popular assumption that the universe contains just enough total
matter to eventually bring its expansion to a virtual standstill,
Frenk said.
But the Coma cluster contains
20 percent ordinary matter, and
there seems to be no way that
could have been built up kom a
universal average of only 5 percent, the study says.
SO either the standard idea
about formation of the first elements is wrong, or the universe
containslesstotalmatterthanmost
scientistsbelieve, Frenk said. The
latter possibility would mean the
universe would expapd forever

American Edward Said, a professor of comparative literature at
Columbia University. “This affair
has nothing to do with offending
Islam. It’s a call to arms to defend
democracy that has been denied.”
President Clinton met with
Rushdie in Washington last week.
On Tuesday, Clinton defended the
meeting, saying he did so to show
support for free speech and religion, not to endorse attacks on
Islam.

“I mean no disrespect to the
people who have that religious
faith,” Clinton said. “I did it to
make a point, not that I agree with
the attacks on Islam in the book
that Mr. Rushdie wrote, but that in
our country ... freedom of speech
includes the willingnessto respect
... the life of or the rights of people
who write things that we do not
agree with.”

A

Similarly, the essayists in the
book defend Rushdie’s right of
expression, not necessarily his
view of Islam.
Moroccan composer Ahmed
Essyad’scontributionwas an original score dedicated to Rushdie
and signed simply: “For Salman
Rushdie, so that as an artist, he can
write what I disagree with completely.”

Blame should be placed on all sides

Learn It0 drive!
MEDFORD AUTO SCHOOL
396-7804

Courses at Tufts startina soon!
v

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

1

most learned, the most important
voices of the Muslim and Arab
world, gathered together to subject my work and the furor surrounding it to such a brilliant,
multi-faceted and fair examination.”
In December, 1990, Rushdie
said he embraced Islam and disavowed statements by characters
in his book that could be considered insulting to Islam.
But Khomeini’ssuccessor,Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,said the death
sentence was irreversible.
A spokeswoman for Editions
La Decouverte, which publishes
works in the social sciences, said
the company had received no
threats and does not fear retaliation for publishing the book.
In a variety of formats, includingapoem,all the writers staunchly
stand behind Rushdie’s right to
express himself freely.
“A book can irritate, upset,
cause pain, make you want to
scream or cry, but it must never
incite murder or condemn its author to death,” wrote the prizewinning Moroccan novelist Tahar
Ben Jelloun. “That ... has nothing
to do with the tolerant Islam that I
was taught.”
“The time has come for people
from this part of the world to speak
out against the fatwah (the death
sentence),” wrote Palestinian-

We Scorn More

(617) 558-2828

living there did not vote for independence?
Another interesting point that
was made in the debate was the
great significanceof the role of the
media in and out of Yugoslavia. In
Croatia,it is the innocent Croatian
victims who are portrayed as viciously tortured and murdered by
the enemies. In Sihbia, the same is
said of Serbian ,victims, and the
same is true elsewhere. However,
in the rest of the world it is usually
the Serbs who afe depicted as the
aggressors and @eCroats and the
Muslims as the oppressed, which
makes one wonder how these helpless, poorly armed people fight
with each other. I do not want this
war, and neither do my Croatian
and Muslim friends, but we, as
humans, seem to be doomed due
to our materialism.

To conclude, listening to and
taking part in the discuss& was a
very fascinating and enjoyable
experience for me: the most intellectually stimulating I have had
since coming to Tufts this fall. I
am sure that the other students
who went there were also very
impressed with the high standard
of the debate. The reason why I
appreciateit to such a great extent
is because I have the knowledge
and the first-hand experience of
the problems that my country is
facing.
Do not limit yourselves to the
media when you can learn so much
more. We are here to get the best
possible education and to distinguish ourselves from the ordinary
and the superficial.Don’t be satisfied by being a part of the masses
while things happen around you.

7-
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JUST T&!/I& only 7 days left of classes, 2:) days left in this

.
L

year, only 6 years and 29 days left in this decade and only
G years and tQ days left in this GENTWRV. Time flies,
enjoy life & write for the Tufts Daily while you're still
y0-g ! Call 627=3090
ClassifiedsClassified3 "lassifieds rlassifiedsl :lassifiedsl :lassifieds
fl

Personals
Marlena Zapt
And any assistant you had. Thank
you so much for helping me out
Wed. morning-I don't know if you
realize how much I appreciate it. I
owe you huge favors-so don't be
afraidto ask.Thankyou-The Ridiculous Subscriptions Manager
TIRED OF THE BOOKSTORE
RIPPING YOU OFF?
Call the Book Matchmaker now so
that your books can be sold. Call
627-7625.
Nicole
Maybe we could be mail carriers on
thesameroutenextyear.Your~~
pal.
Womyn of 2 Capen
Ido not know what Iwould do without
you all. Ihave had agreat semester
and Iam looking lorward to another
one. By the way you still owe me a
D.
Vienna Table-Senionr-Vienna
Table
Don't forget-seniors-this Friday is
December 3rd. If you received an
invitation for the Vienna Table h a p
pening Friday we look forward to
seeing you.
To the Driver of the Shiny Red
Acura
On Powderhouse Boulevard: I'm
Sorry. -The Safety Shunle Driver
Last Chance!
The Wind Emsemble's last Concert
of the semester is tonight at 8:00 in
Cohen Auditorium. It'seven free!

FRENCH KISSING
Lessons at the Pause Cafe. Beginners welcome. 8pm sharp! French
House. 11 Whitfield.
DANNY H.
You're such a sweetie! YOUtake
such good care 01 me. Thank for
thechickensoup,thetv.thecar,etc.
You definetly are the "Handy Man".
And I do remember. 'One hundredten percent- both ways".- Jasmine
REBECCA RUSSO
You're linally getting your personal.
Ididn't lorget. Good luckthis weekendand havelotsfun. Love.yourbig
sister, Alexis.
HEY MEGHAN
Rocks, pizza, 60 redials. guys from
England, solitaire, nickel turkey, hot
pasta, and flying cats. Hope next
semester ia as cool. Transfers rule!
-The Girl in her Room
Hey-Hey,
Just want to tell you what-what.
HEY DAKINEYoubetter not beskimming overthis
one. Just thought you needed toleel
loved and appreciated. Do I ever
stop giving?.,, And learn some English, OK? Your's truly, The Moocher
REBECCA
, Did you hear about the Coruses
Holiday Concert Saturday night at
8pm in Cohen Auditorium? Want to
go? Mike
Jess and Iris
Shake your rumps. rumpshakers!
Carrie (kookie one)
Why doesn't Metcalf go en masseta
the Chanukah dinner? Askthe Ouiji
boardlorananswer.Allthisismeant
affectionately, 01 course. R

Birthdays
GLEN!!

Recipe for a kickin' 21st birthday:
1.No ID - lost it with wallet. oops!

Events

Housing

. Downtogoup
the Tufts Dance Collective,
Sarabande and Faculty Dance presents a wllaberative dance concen
on Dec.3 and 4 at 8:Wp.m.at the
Balch Arena Theatre- Tickets $6.00
at the Box Office.

1 Wrm in 4 bdrm apt
Full kit. dining rm and liv rm. 2 baths,
sale area, lots 01 space and windows. Clcse to Tufts and Teele Sq
629-2506. Avail Xmas break

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
FORUM, PANELS AND
WORKSHOP
Saturday, December 4: A conference for students and young professionals sponsored by the United
Nations Assodation. Stop by the
Career Planning Center for registration form or call 617-482-4587 for
more information.
TALK TO DEAN KNABLE AND
DEAN REITMAN
About r a w issues at Tufts and the
Administration's role in dealing with
1hem.Broughttoyou by RaceAwareness Discussion Group, Thurs. Dec
2, 8:00,Campus Center. Zamparelli
Room.

28 RUSSELL RD HAS AN
OPENING!
1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt. 1floor
of living space (full kit, living rm.
dining rm). 2 baths, free wash/dry
and 1 floor of bedrooms. Fully furnished. Safe area. Fun people.
629-2506.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
2 bdrm $650.3 bdrm $750. Heat 8
hot waterincl.8minwalktocampus.
Avail immediately. Call Herb or
Armand. Days 396-8386. eves 4931045 or 391-6053.

CONCERT!!!
Wil be given by the Wind Ensemble
tonight in Cohen Auditorium at 8:00.
It's lree! Bring your friends!

ROOMMATE WANTED
3 min walk to campus or walk to
Davis Sq. 6rm. 4 bdrm apt w/front 8
rear porch. Lg sunny apt w/e-i
kit.refrig. Iv rm whiling fan, ceramic
tile bath,w/w carpet & off-st pkg or
walk to campus. Avail Dec 1, $350
inc heat 8 hot water. Call 776-3847.

SPARE SOME TIME FOR.SPARE
'
CHANGE
Concert to benefit Spare'Change
Sat.Dec41hat9pminMacPhie.Bob
Mould produced Concussbn Ensemble, the Swirlies. Papas Fritas
and Flicker.Tixavailableat info booth
$5 with canned good $7 without.
TALK TO DEAN KNABLE AND
DEAN REITMAN ABOUT RACE
ISSUES AT TUFTS
and the administration's role
in dealing withthem. Brought to you
by Race Awareness Discussion
Group, Dec.2. 8:OO. Campus Center. Zamparelli Room.

For Sale
SEE BRUCE HORNSBY JAM

out at the Orpheum!!! I'm only ask-

ing 15$$$. Call Ian 629-8364 - It's
this Friday.
Soflware from CD Masters
On CD ROM. Interactive Multimedia, Virtual Reality products from
$29.95. Games:"Seventh Guest"
$55.95. Tutorial Software. Factmet
erences, Fantasy. Musictilles. Clip
art. CDROM systems. (508)9432450, FX949-0072.
Car lor sale
'86.Chevy Spedym, 60K. 4door,
c r u w control. anti-then lock, am/fm
cassette stereo. NC. Great condition. Asking $2995. Please call Lisa
628-5284.
FREE
Try out free makeup and skin care
products! Great Christmasgift!! Don1
have time? Just call 628-4753. free
delivery.
Apple lmagewriter II
original.box.like new. New ribbon.
$125. 627-7621
FOR SALE
Toyota Corolla Tercel. Year 1982.
mileage:121,OOOmiles. Runsgreat,
5speeds. 4drs. newexhaust,starter
'8 tires. Great condition, no rust
$1600. Call 508294-3797 (days)
617-395-3292 (eves. we).
SNOWBOARD
1989 SlMS BLADE narrow, excellent condition. 161an Bindings included. Great for freeriding, beginners thru advanced. $175 or 6.0.
Jen @I 629-9362

DENISE
Rememberthat A you got in Friendship 101? Well, A i s lor awesome,
adolescent, abnormal, absurd, 8
admirable
evetyrhing you 'are11
Happy Birthday! Hope you had i
great day! Love ya. Jamie

Audio and Video Equipment
Brand new, 27" T V and Hi-Tech
wdeo with 2yr warranty induded and
Arnplrfier C D player and speakers
Pnce negotiable Call Chips 6 2 9
8776

-

90 BROMFIELD RD
$250 a month. A huge room with bay
windows, great location. available
Jan 1st. Please call 666-3844 ask
for Juliet.

Career Expo 'W
will be held on February 23-25
Deadline lor resume receipt is January 14- please stop by the Career
Planning Center lor brochures and
applications.

2.0rgo exam the next day?! 3.swim
meet Saturday, away. Happy Birthday, Glen (Sat.night).
Goin' to Barbadosll

-

1 room for rent in 4 bdrm
Directly behind South Hall. W/D, dw
and 3 fun loving women. Please call
776-9455 if interested.

Skiis. Brand newfstill in
wrapper).
197cm Head TRG's. $250. Used
210cm Atomic 767's with Marker
MR bindings- $175. call Jamie @
625-6642

1 BDRM
Avail in 4 bdrm apt on Powderhouse
across st from South Hall. $250ho
+utils. Preffemale,non-smoker.Call
666-2328.

Huge Room l o k Subleted
From Janthrough May,June, Julyor
Aug. Can use all my furniture. Valor
couch! ,Queen size Mon. Dresser.
$3W/mo plus utils. 87 Electric Ave.
3 blocks from Tufts. Call 6255291.
Charming 3 bedroom apt
with skylights. 1 and 1/2 miles from
campus and busline. French doors.
hardwood floors, VIEW. Newly
painted. Eat in kitchen with dshwasher. Parking. Pets okay. $775
plus utilities. 893-6361.

1 Ossipee Ad.
One Bdrm available NOW forspring
semester. Great Apartment with 3
senior guys 8 a fish named Mo.
$300/mO, Hrd. wd. floors, washer/
dtyer. lots 01 sun. Call 623-1932

Great Location!
Looking for spring Subletor. Female
non-smoker, to occupy one bedrm in
a spacious four bedrm apartment.
Call 666-EXAM!
M/F 30+
to join lriendly, independent household 01 lour in Arlington. We value
communication and sense of home.
Large house, garden. Close to T.
Tufts. Long term preferred; temporary considered. 1-2 rooms. Very
reasonable. 646-6393

Semester
U R G E AND SMALL APTS
AVAllqBLE
Great condition , within walking dis:
tance to campus. Rents are very
reasonable. Call day or night. Ask
for Camillo or-Lina 625-7530. off
campus living is best.

Services
Reminder to Seniors
The Career Planning Center will be
collecting resumes for several companies. Please check the Career
Planning Center for more details1

GET OFF FOR LESS
Fly as a courier to EastMlest Europe from $199 IUr South America
from $220 W. Far East from $395
FVf,Mexico$199IUr.Super-Cheap
standby flights to West coast and
more. Now Voyager (212)431-1616.

SPRING BREAK
7 nights from $299. Ind: air, hotel.
transfers, parties 8 morel Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun. Jamaica.
San Juan. Organize a small group
earn FREEtrippluscommissions!1BOOGETSUN-1

Second Floor, four bedroom
apt
FOR RENT. Avail lZ1, near Davis
and Teele Squares. Call Mary between 7 and 8pm. 625501 8

Single Available
$250/mo. Free washerldryer. Sublet
until May or longer. On Bromfield.
can see campus down the street.
Live w/ fwo friendly prolessional
males. Available when you are. Call
Josh- day 627-3183. night 626-0780
Getting Married?
Iam.Come live in my old room. Free

washer/dryer. wln spitting distance
to campus on lower Bromlield. Only
$250/mo. Live w/ two great guys till
May or longer. day 627-3183. night
628-0780
ROOMMATE WANTED
Great apt. right in Harvard Sq. $5501
mo + utils. Call Frank after 5pm.
Avail 1Z1. 492-4263
1 bedroom avail
2nd semester. Great location next to
Hill Hall. $350 (utils inc). Call Frank
776-4485

MEDFORD
Spacious 3bd duplex. Close to Tufts
and SQ on quiet street. HW floors,
LR. DR, eat-in-kit. w/d hkup. $750 +
utils. No pets. Call 391-6457

TUTORING
Need help with Chemistry (EXC,
Organic), Math(lnc1 slats), Physics
or Thermo? MIT Chem Eng Grad
student avail year round.for tutoring
on Tuns campus. Call M i F at 3950723. $lO/hr.

WANT TO GET RID OF YOUR
USED BOOKS?
Tired of the bookstore ripping you
off? Call the Book Matchmaker now
so that your books can be sold. Call
627-7625.

YOU ARE OUAUflED
But no one knows it. Ican help you
write resumes and cover lenersthat
get you interviews. Don't wail until
another deadline passes.
391-3587

Room Available Immediately
in beautiful, spacious apt. w/ deck,
wooden lloors.etc. Share w/3 roommates. Situated 011 Holland St. near
Davis T stop. Rent $312.50 + utils.
Call 666-8638

TSR AEROBICS
in Hill Hall has started. Pick up a
schedule at the Campus Center Inlo
Desk or call TSR at 627-3224 for
times.

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
The Tufts Club ollers students
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
wkh successful alumni and much
more. WE can helpyou makethose
professionalcontactslCall 627-3039
for more information on The Tufts
Club.

University seniors
Ifyou are graduating this Daoember
and also losing your parents heakh
insurance coverage, consider short
term health insurance. Premiurnsare
very affordable. Call James Douglas
at 617-662-5647 for a quote

4,5,6 bdrms
w/d, ample pkg spaces. Avail June
1. Cali Danny 396-0303.

'*NPING AND WORD"
PROCESSING SERVICE
3061124
Student papers, theses, grad school
applications, personal statements,
tape transcription, resumes, graduateflaculty projects. multiple letters,
AMCAS forms. Thorwgh knowledge
of APA, MLA and Chicago Manuals
01 Style. All documents are Laser
Printed 8 spell-checked using
WordPerfect5.1. ReasonableRates.
Quickturnaround.Serving Tufts students & faculty for 10 years. 5 min.
from Tufts. CALL FRAN ANYTIME,
396-1 124. (Member of NASS-National ~ss~ationolSecretarial
Services) AAA WORD PROCESSING

Back Country Excursions Tour
CenterRodge
Guided day-long adventures: Mtn
Biking, Cyding. Canoeing, X-Skiing, Hiking-WhiteMtns.2 Day Package-Breaklast. Lodging.Snackoniy
$65 p.person. Rentals and Student
group rates available. Just 2 hrs.
IromTufts lnfo207-6258189orwite
B.C.E. RFD 2 BOX 365/LlMERICK,
ME 04048

BEAUTIFUL APT. FOR RENT
Large8rm.apt. w/endosedsunporch
3/4 bdrrns. HW floorthroughout, restored architectural details formerly
- owner occupied. dose to campus
andTinquiet professionalneighborhood,indudes2cardriveway$llW
month avail. l/l
call 776-2755.

'

fessional Assoc. of Resume Writers. Call for FREE "Resume/Cover
Letter Guidelines.9
Also, word processing or typing 01
student papers, grad school applications, personal statements, theses, multiple letters. tapes transcribed, laser printing, Faxservice,
etc. CALL FRANCES ANYTIME AT
396-1124.

Fast Word Processing
Laser fonts graphics, 24 hour availability. Very reasonable rates.
Powderhouse Blvd. Call Ben 6663992
2 Car Garage
For rent on Burnham St. off
Powderhouse Blvd. Steps to campus. Compact cars only. $251carl
mo. 547-8926
GRAD SCHOOL APPLICATIONS
EXPERTLYTYPED
(Law., Medical. Business)
**306ii24'
Are your grad school applications
piled high on your desk? Are you
wondering how you're going to fit all
your info in those tiny spaces? Are
you concerned where yoy'll find the
timetodo it allbeforethedeadlines?
Are your Personal Statement 8 R e
sume professionallytypeset 8 laser
printed on high quality paper in a
type style that%attractive? No need
to fret CALL FRAN AT396-1124, a
spedalist in making your- applications, personalstatement. 8 resume
as appealing as possible.

.-

-

MRESUMES'*
U S E R TYPESET
$25.00 396-1124
IrnpressiveLaserTypesetResumes.
featuring computer storage for lulure updating. Your choice of type
styles, incl. bold, italics. bullets. etc
on Strathmore paper. Have your
cover letters done to match your
Resume! 1day service avail. 5 min.
from Tufts. (Member of PARW: Pro.. :
.~

-

SPRING BREAK
7 nights from $299. Includes: Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and more!
NASSAU -- PARADISE ISLAND
CANCUN-JAMAICA-SANJUAN.
Organizeasmallgroup--earnFREE
trip plus commission! 1-800-GETSUN-1.

-

Green Cab MedfMd
396-4040 for reservation to Logan
Airport.396-8888befween6pm-Spn
For next day service.
SHOCK, SCREAM & RUN
Women's Self Defense Video Tape.
To order call (1-800-967-3194 x101)
Guys-(Think about it) It's not too
expensive. It's appropriate for any
woman! It's peace 01 mind for her.
Women-(Thinkaboutit) Don't forget
yesterday's front page! Don't rely on
someone else for your safety! Don't
thinkit can never happen to you, and
one more thought ...Don? be a statistic! (P.S.-Call while you're thinking about n!)
DAYTONA BEACH- SPRING
BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel on the
beach, pool deck fun, nightclubs,
sunshine. Includes roundtrip
motorcoach trans. With on campus
pick up and drop off, only $239.0(:
quadoccp.. deparl3/18/94return3/
27/94. Call for free brochure 1800.
9-DAYTONA. M-F. 8-6.

International Employment
Make up to $2000-$4000+/~0.
teaching basic conversatonal English in Japan, Taiwan, or s. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For info.
CaK(206) 632-1 146 ext J5035
Help Wanted- Energetic
Daycare Provider
Completetutoriland activity scheduling for 2 children aged 2-4 years.
45hourweekstartingJanuaryl994.
Recent Grads or Grad. students
welcome. Verynegotiablesalaryplus
room and board in large Victorian
home. 12minutestoBostononwmmuter rail, 1 block from bus line in
Winchester. Please call for more
details. (617)729-4562.
Join a heallhy study
That investigates the ellect of fat
and fiber on estrogen metabolism.
Seeking healthy females, non-smoking. n d taking estrogen. Receive 20
meal plan for only $500 Spring semester 94. Call now Emily TUSM
956-6176
International Employment
~ a k up
e to $2OOO-4000/mO. teaching basic conversational English in
Japan.TaiwanorS.Korea.Noteaching background or Asian languages
required. For info call (206) 6321146ext. J5035
GREEKS AND, CLUBS
Raiseupto$lOOOinjustoneweek!
For your fraternity, somrqy 8 club.
-Plus $1OOO lor yourself! An& lree tshirtjust lorcalling.1-800-932-0528,
ext.75.

--

WANTED
Part-time
lor multicultural
Teachers
childcare
center. AM/PM shifts. $8.50/hr. 1
ECE course + exp. Contact Galel
Honey 628-3891

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidaysffuIItihe
World travel, Canbbean,Hawaii,
-Europe. Mexico. Tour guides, gin
shop sales, deck hands, casino
workers.etc. No experience necessary, Call (602)680-4647. xC147.

General
Notices
Mae Photograms atthe arts
house: lree fun! Bring wcked solid
objectstowkwiththk Friday.come
make photograms. then on m U r day, exhibit your work at ourgallery.
At 7:00, FRI 8 SAT.
FREE Jazz at the Crafts
hOUse.(l4 Prof.Row) featuring Debris and Watershed. Their show at
Ryles was cancelled and they are
playing here. Music starts at 8:w
tonight.
Feeling Stressed?
Then cometothefreerelaxationand
meditation workshop on Wed, Nov
30 in East Hall Lounge from 6-7:30
pm Brig a pillow or cushion. Call and
reserve a space at 627-3027
Dept of Philosophy Fall Lecture
Series, 1993
Science Before Newon's Principia.
Friday, December 3. I. Bernard
Cohen, Dept of History of Scienceat
Harvard University, 'Galileo, Newton. and the Laws of Motion",
Pearson Auditorium, 4-6pm
"MINYAN" by Jodi Silverman
Presented at the Balch Arena Theatre on Monday the 6th of December
at 8:30pm. admission $2.00. Tickets available at the Arena Box Office.

Wanted
Manager Positions Available:
Earn $20-50Meek next semester at
Tufts Student Resources. Pick up
an application today at the Campus
Center Info. Booth.

30-40 hours child care
starting January 1994 in exchange
for room. board, and stipend whh
non-smoking semivegetarian, three
adults, tw3 children(3 and 8). Bright
corner room, two minutes from Davis
Square. Call 776-7702.
,

. a

.

Lost &
Found
HELP!
I lost my 1EK gold link bracelet. If
you've found it please call me. It has
a lot 01 sentimental value! 391-2580
Ilost my glasses!
I1 you find a pair of tortise-shell
glasses in a soft red cas?. PLEASE
ca11629-8508. I'm blindwthoutthem.

Lostset of keys
with a black wallet and a red hook
anached to it. If found please call
629-9236.

Doonesbury

BYGARRYTRUDEAU

FoxTrot

by Bill Amend

AAAA!
MIS

To

WHY M S

SORT OF THiffi

ALWAYS

ME?!
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MoNo6AMY
STirlKS.

“EM

SPEAKiN6

WHAT?

TAKE SOMEBOW ELSE!

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

.

1

Weather Report
TODAY
I TOMORROW

IILBERTB by Scott Adams
WHEN YOU HEAR

T H E CONCLVDES YOUR
TECHNICAL TRAINING.
IF YOU HAVE RJRTHER
QUESTIONS JUST

THIS 15 YOUR
AND CLICK

LT.

REMEPIER YOU’RE

INCONYENLEIKING ME.

I

Sunny

Mostly Cloudy

~

High:48; Low:39

High:52; L 0 ~ ~ 4 0
I

The Daily Commuter Puzzle

‘HE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

hSWK AN
Yesterday’s

I

(Answers tomonow)
JurnMsg SYNOD
CUBIT
ARTFUL
MUSTER
An-.
Why th didn’t follow the stawation diel
religiouz IT WAS -FAST-TEDIOUS

-

...

“It‘s OK!Dart not poisonous
Just showin’ my kid the ropes!“

Quote of the Day
“MTV is the Cava Camp of the 1980s.”

-- Doug Ferrari

ACROSS
1 Narrow strip of
wood
5 Apple and pear
10 Young horse
14 Exchange
medium
15 Make happy
16 Vicinity
17 Shopping center
18 Helped
19 Robin’s home
20 Save
22 Expunges
24 Story
25 Easy task
26 Turkish official
29 Spread seeds
34 Zodiac sign
36 Amo. -, amat
37 St.
38 Harrow’s rival
39 Consumer
advocate
41 Blueprint
42 Seine
43 Maple genus
44 Gives in
46 Values highly
49 Name on a
check
50 French city
51 D‘Urberville girl
53 Extremely cold
56 Showed
60 Hard to find
61 By oneself
63 Short letter
64 Always
65 Indonesian
66 Carry
island

Yesterday‘s Puzzle Solved:

11 Metal-bearing
rocks
majesty
12
13 Makes lace
21 Merit
23 Lab animals
25 Ditto
26 Go-between
27 Bit longer than a
yard
28 Act
30 Framework
31 Mass political
67 Stitched
68 Mournful song
meeting
69 Walk
32 Get around
33 Thick
35 Instill
DOWN
1 Source of light 40 Flying prefix
2 Culture medium 41 Sharecroppers
3 Mahjongg piece 43 Italian wine
city
4 Breed of cows
5 Thing of value
45
dixit
47 Sailing term
6 Source of oil
48 Dictation taker
7 Produced
so often
55 Work gang
8 Summer in Paris 52
56 Italian city
9 Not very active 53 War god
54 Good review
57 Pillage
10 Party snack

-

12/02/83

-

-
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58 Diminutive suffix
59 Profound
62
Abner

-
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Here Comes:

CONCUSSION
ENSEMBLE
4 Drummers, 2 Guitarists and 1 Bassist: . al-1-they need to
bring you the booty-licious sounds of 70’s psychedelia.
Powerful Buckshot, Baby! !!

Swir Iies
They’ll be here to rock your world with some of the most
beautifully haunting dissonant pop masterpieces that you
will ever hear.

PLUS‘,
Tufts Totally Tnn b on l aTF Talents
Papas Fritas and Flicker

Saturday, December 4, 9:OO p.m.
Tickets at Information Booth
$5 with an food donation, $7 without
All proceeds donated to Spare

Change

.--.

